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EXTREMAL RAYS OF THE EMBEDDED SUBGROUP SATURATION CONE
JOSHUA KIERS
Abstract. We examine the extremal rays of the cone of dominant weights pµ, pµq for groups G Ď pG
for which there exists N " 0 such that
pV pNµq b V pN pµqqG ‰ p0q.
We exhibit formulas for a class of rays (“type I”) on any regular face of the cone. These rays are
identified thanks to a generalization of Fulton’s conjecture, which we prove along the way. We verify
that the remaining rays (“type II”) on the face are the images of extremal rays for a smaller cone under
a certain map, whose formula is given. A procedure is given for finding the rays of the cone not on
any regular face. This is a generalization of the work of Belkale and Kiers on extremal rays for the
saturated tensor cone; the specialization is given by pG “ GˆG with the diagonal embedding of G. We
include several examples to illustrate the formulas.
1. Introduction
In this paper we extend the main results of [BK18] on the extremal rays of the saturated tensor cone.
For a connected semisimple complex algebraic group G and fixed maximal toral and Borel subgroups
H Ă B, the saturated tensor cone CpGq consists of triples of dominant weights λ, µ, ν : H Ñ C˚ such
that λ` µ` ν is in the root lattice for G and the tensor product of irreducible representations
V pNλq b V pNµq b V pNνq
has a nontrivial subspace of G-invariants for some N ą 0. See [Kum14] for a survey of the study
of this cone, which has been studied extensively, since an original conjecture of Horn on eigenvalues
of a sum of Hermitian matrices, with contributions from [Kly98,Bel01,KTW04,BS00,KLM09,BK06,
Res10,Res11].
A more general setup is the following: let G Ď pG be connected semisimple complex algebraic groups,
and let H Ď B, pH Ď pB be fixed maximal tori and Borel subgroups for G and pG satisfying H Ď pH and
B Ď pB. The saturated tensor cone CpGÑ pGq is the semigroup consisting of pairs of dominant (w.r.t.
B, pB) weights µ, pµ such that
dim pV pNµq b V pNpµqqG ą 0
for some N ą 0. This cone was analyzed in [BS00] and [Res10,Res11], and it is the natural extension
of CpGq to a much broader range of examples and applications (see for example [Dyn52] for a com-
prehensive study of the possible embeddings G Ď pG). When G is diagonally embedded in GˆG, one
recovers CpGq “ CpG
diag
ÝÝÑ GˆGq.
Our main results are formulas for the extremal rays of the rational cone CpG Ñ pGqQ :“ CpG ÑpGqbZě0Qě0, generalizing the formulas given in [BK18] for CpGqQ by adapting them to the complexities
of the Lie combinatorics in the GÑ pG context. There are a couple of key differences:
(I) Unlike in [BK18], extremal rays of CpGÑ pGq need not lie on a regular face - that is, the locus
where one of the defining inequalities holds with equality. We only present formulas for rays
on regular faces; however, the other rays are easy to check for: see Observation 1.2 and the
discussion preceding.
(II) The formulas for extremal rays on a regular face F are most conveniently expressed and used
when pB is in good position relative to part of the data defining F . This may not be the case a
priori, but we can conjugate pB suitably (depending on F) to account for this; see Section 1.2.
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In [BK18], the choice pB “ B ˆ B is already in good position for every face, so this issue did
not arise.
(III) Underpinning the main results of [BK18] was the main theorem of [BKR12]: a generalization
of a conjecture of Fulton. We need a new (more general) case of this conjecture, so we prove
it here.
1.1. Faces of CpGÑ pGq. Let δ : C˚ Ñ H be a one-parameter subgroup such that αpδq ě 0 for each
positive root α of G; that is, δ is G-dominant. One defines a parabolic subgroup P pδq Ď G by
P pδq :“ tg P G : lim
tÑ0
δptqgδptq´1 exists in Gu.
The dominance assumption on δ ensures B Ď P pδq. Viewing δ naturally as a cocharacter of pH, one
also defines the parabolic subgroup pP pδq of pG in the same way, although notably pP pδq need not containpB as a subgroup. By definition, P pδq “ pP pδq XG.
There are associated Levi subgroups Lpδq Ď P pδq and pLpδq Ď pP pδq defined by
Lpδq :“ tg P G : lim
tÑ0
δptqgδptq´1 “ gu,
and similarly for pLpδq. Again Lpδq “ pLpδq X G. When context makes it clear, we may omit the
reference to δ and simply write P, pP ,L, pL.
The cohomology rings H˚pG{P q and H˚p pG{ pP q have nice bases given by the Schubert varieties: for
w PW {Wδ, define X
P
w :“ BwP Ď G{P ; similarly define pX pPpw :“ pB pw pP Ď pG{ pP for pw P xW {xWδ (here Wδ
is the stabilizer subgroup of δ in W , similarly xWδ in xW .) We write Xw and pX pw when the reference to
P , pP is clear. The Schubert basis consists of the Poincare´ duals, rXws (resp., r pX pws), of the homology
fundamental classes of the Schubert varieties.
We shall distinguish two cases for the embedding GÑ pG:
(A) There exists an ideal of g which is also an ideal of pg.
(B) There does not exist an ideal of g which is also an ideal of pg.
Case (B) gives the sufficient and necessary condition under which CpGÑ pGq has nonempty interior
[Res10]. In case (A), the inequalities which determine the cone CpG Ñ pGq are known, but not (in
general) optimally. In case (B), they are known optimally. Each case yields a finite set S of B-
dominant one-parameter subgroups δ which give rise to the inequalities for the cone. See Section 2 for
details. In the diagonal case GÑ GˆG, S is just (up to scaling) the set of fundamental coweights.
Let φδ denote the induced map G{P Ñ pG{ pP , and φ˚δ the corresponding pullback in cohomology. In
[RR11], Ressayre and Richmond define a deformed pullback
φdδ : H
˚p pG{ pP ;d0q Ñ H˚pG{P ;d0q
which is a ring homomorphism for the Belkale-Kumar deformed product in cohomology of flag varieties
[BK06].
We recall now the theorem of Ressayre [Res10,RR11] describing the cone CpG Ñ pGq with a set of
inequalities, minimal in case (B):
Theorem 1.1. A pair of dominant µ, pµ is in CpGÑ pGq if and only if for every δ P S and every pair
w, pw PW {Wδ ˆxW {xWδ such that
φdδ
´
r pX pws¯d0 rXws “ rXes(1)
in H˚pG{P ;d0q, the inequality
µpw 9δq ` pµp pw 9δq ď 0
holds. Furthermore, in case (B), the set of such inequalities is irredundant.
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Thus for δ P S and w, pw satisfying (1), we may define the regular face Fpw, pw, δq of CpG Ñ pGq to
be
Fpw, pw, δq “ tµ, pµ P h˚Z,` ˆ ph˚Z,` : µpw 9δq ` pµp pw 9δq “ 0u,
where h˚Z,` denotes the set of dominant weights for G w.r.t. B, and
ph˚Z,` sim. for pG w.r.t. pB. This gives
a regular facet (highest possible dimension, not equal to one of the facets determining the dominant
chamber) FQ of CpGÑ pGqQ in case (B) by [Res10]. In case (A), it is an (a priori smaller-dimensional)
face of CpGÑ pGqQ.
In the sequel, we fix a regular face of the cone and study its extremal rays. Of course there could
be (a priori) other extremal rays of CpG Ñ pGq. (In the case of G diagÝÝÑ G ˆ G, this was not so, see
[BK18, Lemma 5.4].) However, these extraneous extremal rays are only of a certain type:
Observation 1.2. If pµ, pµq gives an extremal ray of CpG Ñ pGq and does not belong to any regular
face, then µ “ 0 and, up to scaling, pµ is a fundamental dominant weight.
See Section 12 for a more detailed discussion of these extraneous rays, culminating in the following
theorem, which decreases the required inequalities for verifying whether a candidate p0, pωjq is an
extremal ray.
Theorem 1.3. Assume the set of h-weights in pg{g coincide with those of pg. The following are equiv-
alent:
(a) the ray given by p0, pωjq is extremal;
(b) p0, pωjq P CpGÑ pGq;
(c) the inequality pωjp pw 9δq ď 0
holds for every δ P S and pw P xW such that: φdδ r pX pws “ rXes and pX pw Ĺ pXsi pw ùñ j “ i.
Remark 1.4. Actually, this theorem holds without the assumption if we replace δ P S with δ an
extremal ray of a cone hQ,` X pvphQ,` for some pv P xW .
1.2. Change of basis on a regular face. Suppose δ, w, pw are given as above satisfying (1); that is,
δ, w, pw are the data of a regular face F . The theorems and formulas in the remainder of the paper
are easier to describe if P pδq, pP pδq are both standard parabolics (we are only guaranteed P pδq is). To
accommodate this, we introduce a specific change of basis on ph˚ induced by an element of xW . Namely,
let pv P xW satisfy:
(H1) pvδ is dominant w.r.t. pB;
(H2) pv has minimal length (w.r.t. pB) among all elements satisfying (H1).
Note that pvδ is uniquely determined by δ.
Proposition 1.5. Set pB1 :“ pv´1 pBpv. Then
(a) δ is dominant w.r.t. pB1; therefore pB1 Ď pP pδq;
(b) pµ is a dominant weight w.r.t. pB ðñ pv´1pµ is dominant w.r.t. pB1; therefore the set tpω1j :“pv´1pωju consists of the fundamental weights w.r.t. pB1;
(c) B Ď pB1;
(d) φdδ pr
pX 1pv´1 pwsqd0 prXwsq “ rXes in H˚pG{P ;d0q, where pX 1pu denotes the subvariety pB1pu pP Ă pG{ pP
for any pu P xW .
See Section 2 for a short proof.
Therefore we will always assume, in the remainder of this paper, that P and pP are
both standard parabolics relative to the given pair of Borels B Ď pB. For an example of
changing bases, see Section 13.1.
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1.3. Type I rays. Suppose δ, w, pw satisfy (1), δ not necessarily in S. Define an associated universal
intersection scheme
X “ tpg, pg, zq P G{B ˆ pG{ pB ˆ pG{ pP : z P φδpgXwq X pg pX pwu.
By the cup product assumption, Xw and φ
´1
δ p
pX pwq generically meet in a single point. Indeed, the
natural map π : X Ñ G{B ˆ pG{ pB is birational [BKR12, Corollary 5.3]. It may be possible, then, to
construct G-invariant divisors on G{B ˆ pG{ pB (which may, via the Borel-Weil correspondence, give
rise to extremal rays of CpG Ñ pGqQ) by first constructing G-invariant divisors on X . We now make
this precise.
Suppose either v
αℓÝÑ w or v
pαℓÝÑ pw for some ℓ, where in either Weyl group we take u γÝÑ u1 to mean
u1 “ sγu and ℓpu
1q “ ℓpuq ` 1. Then define
D˜pvq “ tpg, pg, zq P G{B ˆ pG{ pB ˆ pG{ pP : z P φδpgXuq X pg pXpuu,
where u “ v, pu “ pw or u “ w, pu “ v, depending on the case above. Let Dpvq be the image of D˜pvq in
G{B ˆ pG{ pB. Our first main theorem concerns the properties of Dpvq:
Theorem 1.6. Set D “ Dpvq.
(a) D is a closed, codimension 1 subvariety of G{B ˆ pG{ pB.
(b) H0pG{B ˆ pG{ pB,OpmDqqG is 1-dimensional for all m ě 0.
(c) Writing OpDq “ Lµ b Lpµ, Qě0pµ, pµq gives an extremal ray of CpGÑ pGqQ.
(d) pµ, pµq lies on Fpw, pw, δq.
Let ~µpDpvqq denote the pair µ, pµ induced by D. We also give an explicit formula for ~µpDpvqq:
Theorem 1.7. Write µ “
řr
k“1 ckωk and pµ “ řprk“1 pckpωk in the respective bases of fundamental
weights. Then ck is the intersection number c in
φ˚δ
´
r pXpus¯ ¨ rXsαkus “ crXes
if sαku PW
P and is of length ℓpuq ` 1, and 0 otherwise. Likewise, pck is the intersection number c in
φ˚δ
´
r pXs pαk pus¯ ¨ rXus “ crXes
if sαkpu P xW pP and is of length ℓppuq ` 1, and 0 otherwise.
An extremal ray Qě0pµ, pµq of FQ is to be called “type I” if, for some simple root β satisfying v βÝÑ w
(resp., v
β
ÝÑ pw), µpβ_q ą 0 (resp., pµpβ_q ą 0). Thus the rays induced by Dpvq as above are type I (cf.
Lemma 7.1).
1.4. Type II rays. Unsurprisingly, we call an extremal ray Qě0pµ, pµq of FQ “type II” if for every
such β, µpβ_q “ 0 (resp., pµpβ_q “ 0). These vanishing equalities determine a sub-semigroup F2 inside
F and a subcone F2,Q inside FQ; the type II rays of FQ are by definition the extremal rays of F2,Q.
One of our theorems is that the rays Dpvq, together with the type II rays, do indeed generate all of F :
Theorem 1.8. Let tδ1, . . . , δqu be the collection of type I rays ~µpDpvqq. Then the addition map
qź
b“1
Zě0δb ˆ F2 Ñ F
is an isomorphism of semigroups. Over Q, it is an isomorphism of rational cones.
We also give a formula for finding extremal rays of F2,Q. Define a map Ind : h
˚
Lss ˆ
ph˚pLss Ñ h˚ ˆ ph˚
as follows. For a pair ν, pν P h˚Lss ˆ ph˚pLss , first lift each of ν, pν to elements of h˚, ph˚, respectively, by
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extending via trivial action on each xi P h, αi R ∆pP q, resp. each pxi P ph, pαi R ∆p pP q. Denoting these
extended elements again by ν, pν, define
Ind : pν, pνq ÞÑ pwν, pwpνq ´ ÿ
v
αℓÝÑw
wνpα_ℓ q~µpDpvqq ´
ÿ
v
pαℓÝÑ pw
pwpνppα_ℓ q~µpDpvqq.
We then prove
Theorem 1.9. Ind restricts to a surjection of cones
Ind : CpLss Ñ pLssqQ Ñ F2,Q.
In particular, every extremal ray of F2,Q is the image of an extremal ray of the lower-dimensional
cone CpLss Ñ pLssqQ. However, Ind may not be injective and also may not take all extremal rays to
extremal rays.
Lastly, we derive an identity relating c “ dimpker Indq and q, the number of type I rays (see also
[BK18, Proposition 10.3]):
Proposition 1.10. c “ q ´ |p∆| ` |∆p pP q|.
1.5. Generalized Fulton’s conjecture. In fact, Theorem 1.6(b) follows almost immediately from
the following result. For an arbitrary Schubert variety Xw, there is a maximal subgroup (a standard
parabolic) Qw Ď G which stabilizes it; set Yw “ QwwP Ď Xw. Similarly define pQ pw, pY pw. Analogous to
X , define Y by replacing Xw with Yw, pX pw with pY pw. Let R be the ramification divisor of the birational
map π : Y Ñ G{B ˆ pG{ pB (note that Y is smooth).
Theorem 1.11. For every n ě 1, dimH0pY,OpnRqqG “ 1.
This has a representation-theoretic interpretation, thanks to the following isomorphism. Define
weights χw “ ρ´ 2ρL ` w
´1ρ, χ pw “ pρ´ 2ρpL ` pw´1pρ. Then
Theorem 1.12. For every n ě 1, H0pY,OpnRqqG » rV pnχwq
˚ b V pnχ pwq˚sLss .
Combined, Theorems 1.11 and 1.12 generalize Fulton’s conjecture for Littlewood-Richardson coef-
ficients, whose history we recall briefly: let G “ GLprq and λ, µ be dominant weights for a maximal
torus w.r.t. a chosen Borel subgroup. The Littlewood-Richardson coefficients cνλ,µ are defined by the
decomposition of G-representations
V pλq b V pµq “
à
ν
V pνqc
ν
λ,µ .
The original conjecture is
Theorem 1.13. If cνλ,µ “ 1, then c
nν
nλ,nµ “ 1 for all n ě 1.
It was first proven by Knutson, Tao, and Woodward in [KTW04].
The obvious extension to other groups fails, but the following generalization of Belkale, Kumar,
and Ressayre [BKR12] holds, where the “cνλ,µ “ 1” of Theorem 1.13 is reinterpreted as an intersection
number:
Theorem 1.14. Let G be any connected reductive group and P any standard parabolic subgroup. For
any w1, . . . , ws PW
P such that
rXw1s d0 ¨ ¨ ¨ d0 rXwss “ 1rXes
in H˚pG{P ;d0q, we have, for every n ě 1,
dimrV pnχw1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V pnχwsqs
Lss “ 1.
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Theorems 1.11, 1.12 imply that (taking duals) for all n ě 1, dim rV pnχwq b V pnχ pwqsLss “ 1. So we
generalize the result further to the setting of G Ď pG and recover the previous result by considering
the diagonal embedding G Ñ Gˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGloooooomoooooon
s´1
. Many of the proofs are similar, but we highlight that
the xP -filtration on tangent spaces in [BKR12, §7] is replaced by the more natural δ-filtration in our
setting; see Section 3.3. The stabilizing parabolics Qw associated to Schubert varieties Xw and the
subvarieties Yw continue to play a crucial role.
1.6. Layout of the paper. Because of its importance to the main results of this paper (the rays
formulas), we will first establish the generalized Fulton conjecture (Theorems 1.11 and 1.12) in Section
3. We will then prove Theorem 1.6 on the existence of the divisors giving rise to type I rays (Sections
4 and 5) and Theorem 1.7 for the type I ray formulas (Section 6) in succession. Next, we prove the
decomposition Theorem 1.8 (Section 7) and the induction Theorem 1.9 (Sections 8, 9, 10). Finally,
we prove Proposition 1.10 in Section 11 and discuss the extraneous extremal rays in Section 12.
We end with a few examples in Section 13, some of which were first considered in [BS00] or [PR13];
in general there are a wealth of branching situations GÑ pG one could consider.
1.7. Acknowledgements. The author is deeply indebted to the guidance of Prakash Belkale, who
suggested the undertaking of this project and participated in many helpful discussions with the author.
Furthermore the author thanks Shrawan Kumar for clarifying some aspects of the cone CpGÑ pGq.
2. Some preliminary comments on the cone CpGÑ pGq
2.1. The set S. Here we recall from the literature the set S parametrizing the inequalities of the
cone CpG Ñ pGq. Say a G-dominant one-parameter subgroup δ is indivisible if it cannot be written
δ “ δ¯n as the power of another G-dominant one-parameter subgroup.
In case (A), we take S to be the set of all indivisible G-dominant one-parameter subgroups which
arise as extremal rays of the cones hQ,` X pvphQ,` as pv varies in xW . See [BS00, §2] for a more detailed
description of these cones.
In case (B), S is smaller. Say a (nonzero) indivisible G-dominant one-parameter subgroup δ is
special w.r.t. pG, pGq if the span C 9δ Ă h is equal to the common kernel of the h-weights of plpδq{lpδq.
Let S denote the set of all special indivisible G-dominant one-parameter subgroups; it’s easy to see
S is a finite set. This definition of S is due to Kumar [Kum14]. An equivalent definition is given in
[RR11]: S consists of dominant indivisible one-parameter subgroups δ such that δ is orthogonal to a
hyperplane of h˚ spanned by h-weights of pg{g. The set S is nonempty since the h-weights of pg{g span
h˚ (this follows from our assumption in case (B): by the proof of [Kum14, Lemma 7.1], hÑ Endppg{gq
is injective and induces a surjection from the abstract span of the h-weights of pg{g to h˚.)
2.2. Proof of Proposition 1.5. Here we justify that changing basis on a regular face Fpw, pw, δq of
CpGÑ pGq is allowable.
Proof. Let p∆ denote the base for pB. Since pv´1 p∆ is the base for pB1, (a) and (b) follow immediately by
definitions.
As for (c), examine the embedding on the level of Lie algebras: b Ď pb is an h-equivariant inclusion,
so if γ is a positive root for B, then gγ Ď
à
pγ|h“γ pgpγ . Furthermore, the sum on the right is actually just
over the roots pγ which are positive for pB. We wish to show that any such pγ on the RHS is actually
positive w.r.t. pB1; equivalently, that pvpγ is positive w.r.t. pB.
To that end, consider the two possible cases: if xγ, 9δy “ xpγ, 9δy ą 0, then xpvpγ, pv 9δy ą 0. Since pvδ ispB-dominant, we must have pvpγ ą 0. On the other hand, if xγ, 9δy “ xpγ, 9δy “ 0, then spγδ “ δ. If pvpγ ă 0,
then pvspγ has strictly smaller length than pv. But pvspγ satisfies (H1) since pvδ “ pvspγδ, so this contradicts
(H2).
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As for (d), there are two statements to prove (see [RR11] for more on the deformed pullback). We
must show that φ˚δ pr
pX 1pv´1 pwsq ¨ prXwsq “ rXes under the usual cup product, and secondly that
xρ` w´1ρ, 9δy ´ x2ρ, 9δy ` xpρ1 ` `pv´1 pw˘´1 pρ1, 9δy “ 0,
where ρ is the half-sum of positive roots of B and pρ1 the same for pB1.
The first follows immediately from the given product φ˚δ pr
pX pwsq ¨ prXwsq “ rXes and the observation
that r pX pws “ rpv pX 1pv´1 pws “ r pX 1pv´1 pws. The second follows from the given identity
xρ` w´1ρ, 9δy ´ x2ρ, 9δy ` xpv´1ρ` pw´1pρ, 9δy “ 0
and the observation that pρ “ pvpρ1 (here pρ is the half-sum of positive roots of pB.)

3. Generalization of Fulton’s conjecture for G Ď pG
With all notation as in the introduction, in this section we prove Theorems 1.11 and 1.12. As an
immediate corollary, we obtain a generalization of Fulton’s conjecture for a pair of reductive groups
G Ñ pG, one embedded in the other. We recall the following deformed pullback in cohomology from
[RR11]. Let ρ be half the sum of positive roots for G, and let pρ denote the same for pG.
Definition 3.1. Let φ˚δ be the induced pullback in cohomology for an embedding G{P pδq Ñ
pG{ pP pδq.
Then in the Schubert basis for H˚pG{P q, we may write
φ˚δ
´
r pX pws¯ “ ÿ
wPWP
dwpwrXws
for suitable integers dwpw. Define
φdδ
´
r pX pws¯ “ ÿ
wPWP
cwpwrXws,
where cwpw “ dwpw if xρ`w´1ρ, 9δy ´ xpρ` pw´1pρ, 9δy “ 0 and cwpw “ 0 otherwise.
There is another, equivalent, definition of this product which replaces the numerical requirement
for cwpw “ dwpw with a geometric one, which is called Levi-movability (L-movability for short):
Proposition 3.2. Suppose w, pw satisfy dwpw ‰ 0. Then cwpw ‰ 0 if and only if for generic pl,plq P Lˆ pL,
the vector space map
T 9epG{P q Ñ
T 9epG{P q
T 9eplw¯´1Xw¯q
‘
T 9ep pG{ pP q
T 9eppl pw´1 pX pwq
is an isomorphism, where w¯ “ w0ww
P
0 is the dual of w P W
P . The latter condition is equivalent to
the statement: generic Lˆ pL-translates of w¯´1Xw¯ and pw´1 pX pw intersect transversally at 9e.
Proof. This is [RR11, Proposition 2.3]. 
Suppose w, pw, δ satisfy
φdδ
´
r pX pws¯d0 rXws “ drXes(2)
for some d ą 0; we do not necessarily require in this section that δ P S. As always, we assume pP pδq
is standard. We assume that w, pw are minimal length coset representatives in W {Wδ, xW {xWδ, and we
set Lss :“ rL,Ls, the semisimple part of L.
Theorem 3.3 (Generalization of Fulton’s conjecture). If d “ 1 in (2), then for any n ě 1,
dim
`
VLpnχwq b VpLpnpχ pwq˘Lss “ 1.
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3.1. Geometric setup. Define the universal intersection scheme
X “ tpg, pg, zq P G{B ˆ pG{ pB ˆ pG{ pP : z P φδpgXwq X pg pX pwu;
the scheme structure is given as in [BKR12, §5]. For a Schubert variety Xw, let Qw Ă G be its
stabilizer. Let Zw denote its smooth locus, Yw the orbit QwwP , and Cw the Schubert cell BwP .
Observe that
Xw Ě Zw Ě Yw Ě Cw.
Define analogous spaces pZ pw, pY pw, pC pw for the pG-context. Then by replacing Xw, pX pw in the definition of
X with the corresponding pairs of subvarieties, we define open subvarieties
X Ě Z Ě Y Ě C.
We record various properties of these spaces in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.4. (a) Each of X ,Z,Y, C is irreducible.
(b) Z,Y, C are all smooth.
(c) X zZ is codimension ě 2 inside X .
The proofs of these statements are identical to those of [BKR12, Lemma 5.2], so we omit them here.
Assume d “ 1 in (2). Then π : Z Ñ G{B ˆ pG{ pB is a birational morphism of smooth varieties,
π fails to be injective exactly where the map on tangent planes is not an isomorphism. We use R
to denote the associated ramification divisor, and may use the symbol R to mean analogous divisors
RX Y and RX C, depending on the context.
The proof of Theorem 1.11 relies on the following crucial geometric result of [BKR12, Proposition
3.1], which we recall without proof:
Proposition 3.5. Suppose π : X Ñ Y is a regular birational morphism of smooth irreducible vari-
eties with Y projective, and suppose X¯ is an irreducible projective scheme containing X as an open
subscheme such that
(a) the codimension of X¯zX in X¯ is at least 2, and
(b) π extends to a regular map π¯ : X¯ Ñ Y .
Set R to be the ramification divisor of π. Then
dimH0pX,OpnRqq “ 1
for every n ě 1.
When applied to our context, we obtain the following result:
Corollary 3.6. Suppose equation (2) holds with d “ 1. Then for every integer n ě 1, dimH0pZ,OpnRqq “
1.
Proof. In the setting of the proposition, take X “ Z, Y “ G{B ˆ pG{ pB, and π : Z Ñ G{B ˆ pG{ pB
the projection map. Here X plays the role of X¯ . By Lemma 3.4, Z Ď X is an open subscheme whose
complement has codimension ě 2. 
3.2. Comparison of Y and Z and proof of Theorem 1.11. Theorem 1.11 is a statement about
sections on Y, and our previous corollary pertains to Z, so we connect the two here, thereby proving
the theorem.
Proposition 3.7. There exists a subvariety A Ă Z such that codimpA,Zq ě 2 and ZzY Ď AYR.
Proof. A point pg, pg, zq P ZzY if and only if z P φδpgZwq X pg pZ pw but z R φδpgYwq X pgpY pw. That is,
z P φδpgCvq X pg pCpv for some v, pv P WP ˆ xW pP such that Cv Ę Yw or pCpv Ę pY pw, but Cv Ď Zw andpCpv Ď pZ pw. In other words,
ZzY “
ğ
pvP, pv pP q P Zw ˆ pZ pw
pvP, pv pP q R Yw ˆ pY pw
´
pGˆB Cvq ˆ p pGˆ pB pCpvq¯ˆG{Pˆ pG{ pP pG{ pP .loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“: Cv,pv
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By inspection, the codimension of Cv,pv inside Z is equal to codimpCv , Zwq` codimp pCpv , pZ pwq. There-
fore, if we show that the codimension 1 cells Cv,pv that are disjoint from Y are contained in R, we may
take A to be the disjoint union of the remaining cells in the above expression and the result will follow.
To that end, we observe that (given pvP, pv pP q P Zw ˆ pZ pw) codimpCv , Zwq ` codimp pCpv , pZ pwq “ 1 if
and only if
(C1) v
β
ÝÑ w and pv “ pw for some root β P R` or
(C2) v “ w and pv βÝÑ pw for some root β P pR`
(these are obviously mutually exclusive). Furthermore, if β is a simple root in either (C1) or (C2),
then Cv,pv Ă Y by [BKR12, Proposition 7.2] (since then Cv Ă Yw in case (C1) or pCv Ă pY pw in case (C2)).
So the result follows from
Proposition 3.8. If v, pv satisfy either (C1) or (C2) with β not simple, then Cv,pv X pZzRq “ H.
The proof is the content of the next subsection. 
Proof of Theorem 1.11. The key here is that, for each n,H0pY,OpnRqq includes intoH0pZ,OpmpnqRqq,
where mpnq ě n is an integer depending on n. This is because functions on Y with poles to prescribed
orders along R may be uniquely extended across the subvariety A from Proposition 3.7 to functions
on Z, possibly with greater order poles along R.
Therefore we have the inclusions
C ãÑ H0pY,OpnRqqG ãÑ H0pY,OpnRqq ãÑ H0pZ,OpmpnqRqq » C
for each n, and the result follows. 
3.3. Tangent space analysis. This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.8; it may be read
independently of the rest of the paper.
The following lemma is proved in [BKR12, Lemma 7.3]:
Lemma 3.9. Suppose v
β
ÝÑ w PWP . As H-modules,
T 9vpXwq »
˜ à
γPR`XvR´
gγ
¸
‘ g´β.
Equivalently, as H-modules,
T 9epv
´1Xwq »
˜ à
γPv´1R`XR´
gγ
¸
‘ g´v´1β .
As a direct sum of H-eigenspaces,
T 9epG{P q “
à
βPR`zR`
l
T 9epG{P q´β .
Define, for any j P Z,
Vj :“
à
β P R`zR`l
βp 9δq “ j
T 9epG{P q´β .
Note that Vj “ p0q if j ď 0 or j ą m0 :“ maxβtβp 9δqu. Define VjpZq :“ Vj X T 9epZq for any H-stable
subvariety of G{P containing 9e. Then
T 9epZq “
à
j
VjpZq
as H-modules. If Z is only ZpLq-stable, the above decomposition is a valid ZpLq-module decomposi-
tion.
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Recall the following important theorem from [BKR12, Theorem 7.4] (see also [Res, Proposition 3]).
Although the original statement uses a different filtration Vj than that given by δ, the same proof goes
through unchanged (just replace xP with 9δ everywhere).
Theorem 3.10. Given that u
β
ÝÑ w P WP and β is not simple, there exists j such that dimVjpu
´1Zwq ‰
dimVjpw
´1Zwq.
In exact parallel,
T 9ep pG{ pP q “ àpβP pR`z pR`pl T 9ep
pG{ pP q
´pβ,
and one may define pVj :“ àpβ P pR`z pR`plpβp 9δq “ j
T 9ep pG{ pP q´pβ.
Analogously, if pu pβÝÑ pw P xW pP and pβ is not simple, there exists a j such that dimVjppu´1 pZ pwq ‰
dimVjp pw´1 pZ pwq.
Because dφδ : T 9epG{P q ãÑ T 9ep pG{ pP q is an H-equivariant inclusion, it follows that for any β P R, the
restriction of dφδ satisfies
dφδ : T 9epG{P qβ ãÑ
à
pβˇˇ
h
”β
T 9ep pG{ pP qpβ.
In particular, then, dφδ : Vj ãÑ pVj for each j P Z.
The gradings Vj , pVj give rise to filtrations Fj , pFj of T 9epG{P q, T 9ep pG{ pP q, respectively. With respect
to the adjoint P -action on T 9epG{P q (resp., pP on pT 9ep pG{ pP q), each Fj is P -stable (resp., each pFj ispP -stable). Let FjpZq, pFjpZq mean the induced filtrations of any T 9epZq.
Now we introduce a lemma similar in spirit to [BKR12, Lemma 4.2]. The following setup is essen-
tially the same. Let Y Ă X be irreducible smooth varieties, Y locally closed in X. Suppose X has
a transitive action by a connected linear algebraic group G, and suppose H is an algebraic subgroup
fixing Y . For any y P Y , define φy : G Ñ X by g ÞÑ gy. Then for any g P G, there is an induced
tangent space map
dφpg,yq : TgGÑ TgyX.
Because Y is H-stable, there is an induced map
Φpg,yq : Tg¯pG{Hq Ñ TgyX{TgypgY q.
One easily checks that Φpg,yq “ Φpgh,h´1yq if h P H, so for each equivalence class rg, ys P G ˆH Y the
map Φrg,ys is well-defined. The transitivity of the G-action implies that the maps Φrg,ys are surjective.
Suppose a “ rg, zs, rpg, pzs P Z. Define x “ gz, px “ pgpz. In particular, px “ φδpxq. Consider the
following diagram of maps of tangent spaces
(3)
TaZ TgpG{Bq ‘ Tpgp pG{ pBq
TxpG{P q
TxpG{P q
TxpgZwq
‘
Tpxp pG{ pP q
Tpxppg pZ pwq ,
dπ
dmˆ
Ψrg,zsˆΨrpg,pzs
where the bottom horizontal map is the canonical projection in the first factor and dφδ followed by
the canonical projection in the second factor.
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Lemma 3.11. Diagram (3) commutes. In fact, it is a fibre-product diagram.
Proof. An arbitrary curve through a in Z may be expressed as prgptq, zptqs, rpgptq, pzptqsq, where gp0q “ g,
etc. The image under dπ of this curve’s initial velocity is the initial velocity of
ˆ
gptq,ygptq˙. Its further
image under Ψrg,zsˆΨrpg,pzs is the pair of projections in the respective quotients of the initial velocities
of gptqzptq and pgptqpzptq. Note that pgptqpzptq “ φδpgptqzptqq for all t. Therefore the curve’s image via
the down and across compositions agree and the diagram commutes.
That TaZ is a subspace of (i.e., includes into) the fibre-product is clear since, for a curve
ˆ
gptq,ygptq˙
through pg, pgq in TgpG{Bq‘Tpgp pG{ pBq and corresponding xptq through x inG{P , the curve prgptq, zptqs, rpgptq, pzptqsq
can be uniquely recovered via zptq :“ gptq´1xptq, pzptq :“ pgptq´1φδpxptqq.
Counting dimensions,
dimZ “ dimG{P `
´
dimpGˆB Zwq ` dimp pGˆ pB pZ pwq¯´ ´dimG{P ` dim pG{ pP¯
“ dimG{P ` dimG{B ` dimZw ` dim pG{ pB ` dim pZ pw ´ dimG{P ´ dim pG{ pP
“ dimG{P `
´
dimG{B ` dim pG{ pB¯´ pdimG{P ´ dimZwq ´ ´dim pG{ pP ´ dim pZ pw¯ ,
so TaZ has the correct dimension and the result follows. 
Now we come to the desired result.
Proof of Proposition 3.8. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there exist v, pv satisfying either
(C1) or (C2) with β not simple, and that there exists a “ rg, zs, rpg, pzs P Cv,pvXZzR. Set x “ gz, px “ pgpz;
note px “ φδpxq. By left G-translation, assume x “ 9eP (this is possible since Cv,pv,Z,R are all G-
invariant.)
By a R R, dπ is an isomorphism, so
T 9epG{P q »
T 9epG{P q
T 9epgZwq
‘
T 9ep pG{ pP q
T 9eppg pZ pwq
by Lemma 3.11. Because a P Cv,pv , write eP “ gz “ gbvP for suitable b P B, and e pP “ pgpz “ pgpbpv pP for
some pb P pB. So write g “ pv´1b´1, pg “ ppv´1pb´1 for suitable p P P, p P pP . So T 9epgZwq “ T 9eppv´1Zwq
and T 9eppg pZ pwq “ T 9epppv´1 pZ pwq.
Observe that
Fj Ñ
Fj
Fjppv´1Zwq
‘
pFjpFjpppv´1 pZ pwq
is therefore injective for each j, so
dimFj ď dimFj ´ dimFjppv
´1Zwq ` dim pFj ´ dim pFjpppv´1 pZ pwq.(4)
Furthermore, dimFjppv
´1Zwq “ dimT 9eppv
´1ZwqXFj “ dimAdp
`
T 9epv
´1Zwq X Fj
˘
“ dimFjpv
´1Zwq
since AdppFjq “ Fj . Likewise, dim pFjpppv´1 pZ pwq “ dim pFjppv´1 pZ pwq.
Now, the argument of [BKR12, Eq. (38) and paragraph preceding it] shows that for each j the
inequalities
dimFjpw
´1Zwq ď dimFjpv
´1Zwq and dim pFjp pw´1 pZ pwq ď dim pFjppv´1 pZ pwq(5)
hold in general. Furthermore, by Theorem 3.10, there exists a j “ j0 such that
dimFjpw
´1Zwq ‰ dimFjpv
´1Zwq or dim pFjp pw´1 pZ pwq ‰ dim pFjppv´1 pZ pwq,(6)
depending on whether (C1) or (C2) holds.
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On the other hand, by L-movability,
ψ : T 9epG{P q Ñ
T 9epG{P q
T 9eplw´1Xwq
‘
T 9ep pG{ pP q
T 9eppl pw´1 pX pwq
is an isomorphism for generic l,pl P Lˆ pL.
The latter decomposes (since lw´1Xw, pl pw´1 pX pw are ZpLq-stable) as˜
m0à
j“1
VjpG{P q
Vjplw´1Xwq
¸
‘
˜
m0à
j“1
pVjp pG{ pP qpVjppl pw´1 pX pwq
¸
,
and ψ preserves H-weight spaces with the same δ action, for each j we must have
VjpG{P q »
VjpG{P q
Vjplw´1Xwq
‘
pVjp pG{ pP qpVjppl pw´1 pX pwq .
Therefore
dimFj “ dimFj ´ dimFjplw
´1Xwq ` dim pFj ´ dim pFjppl pw´1 pX pwq(7)
for each j, and the same holds without l,pl by P -stability of Fj (sim. for pFj).
Finally, with j “ j0,
dimFj ď dimFj ´ dimFjpv
´1Zwq ` dim pFj ´ dim pFjppv´1 pZ pwq by (4)
ă dimFj ´ dimFjpw
´1Zwq ` dim pFj ´ dim pFjp pw´1 pZ pwq by (5), (6)
“ dimFj by (7),
a contradiction.

3.4. Relation to representation theory for Lss. The scheme Y is vitally important thanks to
Theorem 1.11. However, our first step in proving Theorem 1.12 is to exchange Y and R for a related
pair of varieties.
Define
Y 1 :“
´
pGˆQw Ywq ˆ p pGˆ pQ pw pY pwq¯ˆG{Pˆ pG{ pP pG{ pP ;
set-theoretically,
Y 1 “ tpg, pg, zq P G{Qw ˆ pG{ pQ pw ˆ pG{ pP : z P φδpgYwq X pgpY pwu.
The surjections GˆBYw Ñ GˆQw Yw and pGˆ pB pY pw Ñ pGˆ pQ pw pY pw give rise to the surjective morphism
Y Ñ Y 1. In fact, the following diagram is a fibre diagram:
Y Y 1
G{B ˆ pG{ pB G{Qw ˆ pG{ pQ pw.
p˜
π π1
Furthermore, π1 is a dominant morphism. By [BKR12, Lemma 4.1], for each n ě 1,
H0pY,OpnRqq » H0pY 1,OpnR1qq
as G-modules, where R1 is the ramification divisor of π1.
There is a helpful equivalent description of Y 1, thanks to the following lemma (the proof is straight-
forward).
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Lemma 3.12. Define
P :“
´
P {w´1Qww X P ˆ pP { pw´1 pQ pw pw X pP¯ .
Then ψ : GˆP P Ñ Y
1 given by rg, p¯, ps ÞÑ prgpw´1, wP s, rgppw´1, pw pP s, g pP q is an isomorphism.
We will now relate OpR1q to a line bundle on P and then to the representation theory of L. First
let us recall some properties of the Borel construction of line bundles:
Proposition 3.13. Let R be a reductive algebraic group with B be a Borel subgroup of R. Suppose
R1 is a subgroup of R satisfying B Ď R1.
(a) For any character χ : R1 Ñ Cˆ, Lχ :“ RˆR1 C´χ is a line bundle on R{R
1.
(b) The pullback map induces an isomorphism H0pR{R1,Lχq » H
0pR{B,Lχq.
Proof. Part (a) is standard. Global sections of Lχ can be thought of as algebraic functions f : RÑ C
such that fprr1q “ χpr1qfprq for all r P R, r1 P R1. Then R-invariant global sections are those functions
which also satisfy fprxq “ fpxq for any r P R.
For (b), we observe that f : R Ñ C satisfying fprr1q “ χpr1qfprq for all r P R, r1 P R1 also
satisfies fprbq “ χpbqfprq for all r P R, b P B. Therefore there is a (clearly injective) pullback map
H0pR{R1,Lχq Ñ H
0pR{B,Lχq. Suppose f : RÑ C is a global section on R{B only. We wish to argue
that fprr1q “ χpr1qfprq for all r1 P R1 and thus obtain surjectivity of the map. Since R1 is a parabolic
subgroup, it is generated by B and those U´α contained in R
1 (α being a simple root for B). So it
would suffice to show that fpruq “ χpuqfprq for all u P U´α for such an α. First of all, note that
χpuq “ 1 since u is unipotent, so we really aim to show fpruq “ fprq. Now set Rα to be the rank 1
subgroup of R1 generated by U˘α. Fix an r P R and consider the map
P1 » Rα{B XRα Ñ C
given by x¯ ÞÑ fprxq. It is well-defined since fpruq “ χpuqfprq “ fprq for u P Uα and fprtq “
χptqfprq “ fprq for t the generator of the torus of Rα (since t is generated by U˘α, χptq “ 1). Since
P1 has only constant functions, if u P U´α then u¯ and 1¯ map to the same element and therefore
fpruq “ fprq as desired.

We need a couple more preparatory lemmas. The following is stated in [BKR12, §6], but a proof is
included here for the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 3.14. The torus weight χw : H Ñ C
ˆ extends to a character of w´1QwwX P . Likewise, χ pw
extends to a character of pw´1 pQ pw pw X pP .
Proof. The second statement is simply the application of the first to a different group, so we prove the
first statement. We na¨ıvely define χw : w
´1Qww X P Ñ C
ˆ by setting χwpuq “ 1 for all u P Uα, Uα a
root subgroup of w´1Qww X P (we have no choice in this as such u are unipotent). Then χw will be
well-defined if,
whenever Uα, U´α are both root subgroups, χwpα
_q “ 0(8)
(on the algebra level).
We first make a reduction: U˘α Ď w
´1QwwXP implies α is actually a root for L. So we may restrict
our attention to root subgroups of w´1QwwXL. Note that w
´1QwwXL Ě BL, so w
´1QwwXL is a
standard parabolic of L. Therefore it suffices to check (8) only for simple roots α of L.
This is fairly straightforward: if ´α is a root for w´1Qww, then ´wα is (a) a negative root and (b)
a root for Qw. Therefore ´wα can be expressed as a negative sum of simple roots for Qw:
´wα “
ÿ
´niβi,
where the ni ě 0 and tβiu “ ∆pQwq “ ∆XwpR
`
l \R
´q. Rearranging, one obtains
α`
ÿ
w´1βiă0
nip´w
´1βiq “
ÿ
w´1βiPR
`
l
niw
´1βi.
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Now, each w´1βi on the LHS cannot be an element of R
´
l by the length-minimality of w in its coset.
Therefore if the LHS has any ni ą 0, we reach a contradiction because the LHS is a sum of positive
roots (for G), some of which are not roots for L, but the RHS is a sum of positive roots for L. So
α “
ÿ
w´1βiPR
`
l
niw
´1βi.
Because α is a simple root for L, each ni “ 0 above except for some nj “ 1 and α “ w
´1βj is simple.
Therefore
χwpα
_q “ ρpα_q ` w´1ρpw´1β_j q ´ 2ρLpα
_q
“ 1` ρpβ_j q ´ 2
“ 0.

Lemma 3.15. Suppose µ, pµ are dominant weights of H, pH such that pµ`pµqp 9δq “ 0. Then the pullback
map
H0pP {BL ˆ pP { pBpL,Lpµqb LppµqqP Ñ H0pL{BL ˆ pL{ pBpL,Lpµqb LppµqqL
is an isomorphism.
Proof. This is just a restatement of Proposition 5.5, which will be proved below.

Proposition 3.16. Suppose φdδ
´
r pX pws¯d0 rXws “ drXes P H˚pG{P q for some d ą 0. Then
H0pY,OpnRq|Y q
G »
`
VLpnpχw ´ χ1qq
˚ b VpLpnpχ pwq˚˘L
Proof. Let TP “ T 9epG{P q, T
pP “ T 9ep pG{ pP q, Tw “ T 9epΛwq, and T pw “ T 9eppΛ pwq.
For a point pg, p, pq P GˆP P, set a “ ψprg, p, psq. we have the diagram
Tpg,p,pqpGˆP Pq TaY 1 Tgpw´1pG{Qwq ‘ Tgppw´1p pG{ pQ pwq
TgP pG{P q
TgP pG{P q
TgP pgpw´1Ywq
‘
T
g pP p pG{ pP q
T
g pP pgppw´1 pY pwq ,
„
dψ
dπ
dmˆ
which is a fibre-product diagram for the same reason as (3).
There are P -equivariant isomorphisms
P {w´1Qww X P ˆ T
P » P ˆw´1QwwXP T
P
and pP { pw´1 pQ pw pw X pP ˆ T pP » pP ˆ pw´1 pQ pw pwX pP T pP
given by pp¯, vq ÞÑ pp, p´1vq in both cases, cf. [BK06, Definition 5]. Therefore there exist maps
P ˆ TP Ñ P {w´1Qww X P ˆ T
P » P ˆw´1QwwXP T
P Ñ P ˆw´1QwwXP pT
P {Twq
and
PˆTP Ñ pP { pw´1 pQ pw pwX pPˆTP ãÑ pP { pw´1 pQ pw pwX pPˆT pP » pPˆ pw´1 pQ pw pwX pPT pP Ñ pPˆ pw´1 pQ pw pwX pP pT pP {T pwq.
The map between fibres of the bundle map
GˆP pP ˆ T
P q Ñ GˆP pP ˆw´1QwwXP pT
P {Twqq ‘GˆP p pP ˆ pw´1 pQ pw pwX pP pT pP {T pwqq
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over a point pg, p, pq P GˆP P is readily identified with the map
TgP pG{P q Ñ
TgP pG{P q
TgP pgpw´1Ywq
‘
T
g pP p pG{ pP q
T
g pP pgppw´1 pY pwq ;
therefore the ramification divisor ψ´1pR1q in G ˆP P is the same as the ramification divisor of the
bundle map
GˆP pP ˆ T
P q Ñ GˆP pP ˆw´1QwwXP pT
P {Twqq ‘GˆP p pP ˆ pw´1 pQ pw pwX pP pT pP {T pwqq
over GˆP P. Setting
M “ LP pχw ´ χ1qb L pP pχ pwq,
a line bundle over P (by Lemma 3.14), we conclude (cf. the discussion surrounding [BK06, Lemma
6] and [BKR12, Proposition 6.2]) that Opφ´1pRqq is G-isomorphic to G ˆP M as line bundles over
GˆP P.
Therefore for any n,
H0pY,OpnRqqG » H0pY 1,OpnR1qqG
» H0pGˆP P, GˆP M
bnqG
» H0pP,MbnqP .
Finally, set L “ L{pw´1Qww X Lq ˆ pL{p pw´1 pQ pw pw X pLq. Then, by Lemma 3.15 and Proposition
3.13(b) (see also [BK06, Theorem 15, Remark 31(a)]), it also holds that
H0pP,MbnqP » H0pL, pM|Lq
bnqL,
from which the result follows.

3.4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.12. Theorem 1.12 is essentially proved. We simply make the following
observation comparing invariants for L and Lss.
Lemma 3.17. There is a canonical isomorphism“
VLpnpχw ´ χ1qq
˚ b VpLpnpχ pwq˚‰L » “VLpnχwq˚ b VpLpnpχ pwq˚‰Lss .
Proof. Since ZpLq has trivial action on all of VLpnpχw ´ χ1qq b VpLpnpχ pwq, we know“
VLpnpχw ´ χ1qq
˚ b VpLpnpχ pwq˚‰L » “VLpnpχw ´ χ1qq˚ b VpLpnpχ pwq˚‰Lss
via the identity map. But VLpnpχw ´ χ1qq
˚ and VLpnpχwqq
˚ are the same as vector spaces and as Lss
representations; they only have different ZpLq actions. Thus the result follows.

3.5. Interlude. We will need the “C version of Theorem 1.11” in the next section, so this subsection
serves as the bridge between the generalized Fulton’s conjecture and the type I rays. The proof of the
following lemma is straightforward and ommitted; compare with Lemma 3.12.
Lemma 3.18. C » GˆP
´
P {w´1Bw X P ˆ pP { pw´1 pB pw X pP¯ .
Proposition 3.19. For all n ě 1, H0pC,OpnRqqG » C.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to exchange Y 1 (see end of proof of Proposition 3.16) for C, which we
hope is manageable since they both appear as GˆP p a homogeneous P ˆ pP -variety q.
Consider the maps
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P {BL ˆ pP { pBpL P {w´1Bw X P ˆ pP { pw´1 pB pw X pP
P,
f1
f
f2
where P is as in Lemma 3.12; all arrows are the natural surjections (we are using that wBLw
´1 Ď B
and pw pBpL pw´1 Ď pB). Take M as in Proposition 3.16. Then by Proposition 3.13(b), all arrows in
H0pP {BL ˆ pP { pBpL, pf˚Mqbnq H0pP {w´1Bw X P ˆ pP { pw´1 pB pw X pP , pf˚2Mqbnq
H0pP,Mbnq,
f˚
1
f˚
2
f˚
are P -equivariant isomorphisms. The bottom vector space has P -invariants » C for any n ě 1 by
Proposition 3.16. Finally, by the commutativity of the following diagram:
Y
C Y 1,
p¯ι
idˆf2
we ascertain that (for any n ě 1)
OpnR|Cq “ ι
˚OpnRq » ι˚p¯˚OpnR1q » pidˆ f2q
˚pGˆP M
bnq “ GˆP pf
˚
2Mq
bn.
Therefore
H0pC,OpnRqqG » H0pC, GˆP pf
˚
2Mq
bnqG
» H0pP {w´1Bw X P ˆ pP { pw´1 pB pw X pP , pf˚2MqbnqP
» C
for any n ě 1. 
4. Type I extremal rays
In this section we introduce the divisors Dpvq Ă G{Bˆ pG{ pB whose associated line bundles, via the
Borel-Weil theorem, give generators pµ, pµq of certain extremal rays on a given regular face.
Supposew, pw, δ satisfy (1). We assume, as always, that pP pδq is a standard parabolic. We also assume
w, pw are minimal-length representatives in their cosets inside W {Wδ,xW {xWδ. Let X Ą Z Ą Y Ą C, as
well as R, be as in Section 3.
As in the introduction, suppose either v
β
ÝÑ w or v
β
ÝÑ pw for some simple root β (for the appropriate
root system). In the first case, set u “ v, pu “ pw. Otherwise in the second, set u “ w, pu “ v. Define
D˜pvq :“ tpg, pg, zq P G{B ˆ pG{ pB ˆ pG{ pP : z P φδpgXuq X pg pXpuu
and set Dpvq “ πpD˜pvqq, the projection onto G{Bˆ pG{ pB. Although it is clear that D˜pvq is codimension
one inside X , we must argue that Dpvq is codimension one inside G{B ˆ pG{ pB, which we prove now:
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.6(a). The result will follow from
Lemma 4.1. D˜pvq X Y ´R ‰ H.
Indeed, this prevents D˜pvq from being contained in R and thus being contracted to a codimension
ě 2 subvariety of G{B ˆ pG{ pB.
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Proof. Take any point pg, pg, zq P C ´R. Then
z P φδpgCwq X pg pC pw Ď φδpgXwq X pg pX pw.
By the tangent space requirement (away from R), the preimage of pg, pgq P G{B ˆ pG{ pB under π is
1-dimensional, and contains pg, pg, zq. By Zariski’s main theorem, this preimage is also connected.
Therefore we conclude
φδpgCwq X pg pC pw “ φδpgXwq X pg pX pw “ tzu,
a single point. Now, z “ φδpxP q for some xP P gBwP . Given x pP “ gbw pP “ pgpb pw pP for suitable b,pb,
we may replace gb, pgpb with g, pg without changing the cosets gB, pg pB. Furthermore, we may as well
assume x “ gw. Then for suitable p P pP ,
x “ gw “ pg pwp.
As both C andR are (diagonal) G-invariant, we may translate by pgwq´1 to obtain pw´1, p´ 1 pw´1, e pP q P
C ´R. Observe that
te pP u “ φδpw´1Cwq X p´1 pw´1 pC pw Ď φδpw´1Ywq X p´1 pw´1 pY pw Ď φδpw´1Xwq X p´1 pw´1 pX pw “ te pP u,
so equalities hold all around.
In case v
β
ÝÑ w, we have sβ P Qw and thus sβYw “ Yw. Now w
´1 “ v´1sβ, so
te pP u “ φδpv´1Ywq X p´1 pw´1 pY pw
and therefore pv´1, p´ 1 pw´1, e pP q P Y ´ R. This point also lies in D˜pvq since e pP is included in both
v´1Bv pP and p´ 1 pw´1 pB pw pP .
In the other case, sβ P Q pw and sβ pY pw “ pY pw. Again pw´1 “ v´1sβ, so
te pP u “ φδpw´1Ywq X p´1v´1 pY pw
and pw´1, p´ 1v´1, e pP q P Y ´R. This point also lies in D˜pvq since e pP is included in both w´1Bw pP
and p´ 1v´1 pBv pP .
We conclude that, in either case, D˜pvq X Y ´R ‰ H.

Like in [BK18, Corollary 2.3], the above proof lets us also conclude that π˚pD˜pvqq “ Dpvq as
divisors.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.6(b). Recall that by Proposition 3.19,
H0pC ´R,OqG » C.
We relate G-invariant functions on C ´R with those on G{B ˆ pG{ pB away from Dpvq by means of
Lemma 4.2. πpC ´Rq Ď G{B ˆ pG{ pB ´Dpvq.
Proof. Assume pg, pgq P Dpvq is in the image of C ´R. Then there exists a unique z such that
tzu “ φδpgCwq X pg pC pw “ φδpgXwq X pg pX pw
and there exists a z1 such that
z1 P φδpgXvq X pg pX pw,
or the analogous statement for v
β
ÝÑ pw. Of course, gXv Ă gXw, so z1 P φδpgXwq X pg pX pw implies z “ z1.
However, gXv is disjoint from gCw, which shows z ‰ z
1, a contradiction. A similar contradiction arises
in the other case. 
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We come now to the proof of Theorem 1.6(b): Any f P H0pG{B ˆ pG{ pB,OpmDpvqqqG, viewed as a
G-invariant function on G{B ˆ pG{ pB ´Dpvq, can be pulled back to a G-invariant function on C ´R
via π. Now H0pC ´R,OqG consists only of constant functions by Proposition 3.19. Therefore f ˝ π is
constant, and f is constant on πpC´Rq. By the birationality of π, πpC´Rq is a dense open subset of
G{B ˆ pG{ pB, hence also of G{B ˆ pG{ pB ´Dpvq. Therefore f itself is actually constant. We conclude
that H0pG{B ˆ pG{ pB,OpmDpvqqqG is 1-dimensional for all m.
4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.6(c). This statement follows from part (b) exactly as in [Bel18, Lemma
2.1].
5. Parameter stacks for type I rays
In this section we introduce some of the core geometry of the paper, using quotient stacks to describe
a Levification procedure and prove Proposition 5.5, and we prove Theorem 1.6(d).
5.1. Review of principal G-spaces.
Definition 5.1. For us, a principal G-space E is a variety with a right G action such that for any
x P E, the map GÑ E given by g ÞÑ xg is an isomorphism.
If φ : GÑ H is a morphism of linear algebraic groups, then
E ˆG H “ tpe, hq P E ˆHu{pe, hq „ peg, φpgq
´1hq
is naturally a principal H-space.
We also define the notion of relative position.
Lemma 5.2. Let E be a principal G-space and B Ď P Ď G as usual. Let g¯ P E{B, z¯ P E{P . Then
there is a unique w PWP such that there exist b P B, p P P satisfying
z “ gbwp´1.
Proof. There is a unique y P G so that gy “ z. Any y P G is expressible as bwp´1 for some b P B, p P P ,
w P W ; furthermore, the choice of w is unique to y. Thus z “ gbwp´1 as prescribed. Furthermore,
the choices of g, z as representatives for g¯, z¯ do not affect w, given that b, p´1 are free to change
accordingly. 
We define the relative position rg¯, z¯s PWP to be w as above.
5.2. Introduction of universal intersection stacks. We introduce the following stacks, similar in
nature to those of [BK18, §3.4].
‚ Let FlG parametrize principal G-spaces E together with g¯ P E{B, pg P pEˆG pGq{ pB (in families
over a scheme X, it parametrizes principal G-bundles E over X locally trivial in the fppf
topology, together with sections g¯ P E{B and pg P pE ˆG pGq{ pB).
Fixing x P E, g “ xh and pg “ px,phq defines elements h¯ P G{B and ph P pG{ pB. Changing
representatives for g¯ and pg does not change h¯ and ph. Changing x to xg˜ for g˜ P G changes h¯,ph
to g˜´1h and g˜´1ph. Thus as stacks,
FlG “
”´
G{B ˆ pG{ pB¯ {Gı ,
where the RHS is the quotient stack with right G-action given by left multiplication by g´1.
‚ Similarly, set FlL “
”´
L{BL ˆ pL{ pBpL¯ {Lı, which parametrizes principal L-spaces F together
with q¯ P F {BL and pq P pF ˆL pLq{ pBpL.
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‚ Let pC be the stack parametrizing principal G-spaces E, elements g¯ P E{B, pg P pE ˆG pGq{ pB,
and an element z¯ P E{P satisfying
rg¯, z¯s “ w and
”pg, pz, eqı “ pw.
Then, similar to above, pC “ rC{Gs.
Observe that there is a natural map π : pC Ñ FlG induced by the G-equivariant morphism π : C Ñ
G{B ˆ pG{ pB.
The following lemma will help us identify maps between pC and FlL.
Lemma 5.3. The stack pC parametrizes principal P -spaces E1 together with elements y¯ P E1{pw´1BwX
P q and py P pE1 ˆP pP q{p pw´1 pB pw X pP q.
Proof. This is simply a reformulation of Lemma 3.18.

The equivalent description of pC given by Lemma 5.3 allows us to use the inclusion L Ñ P and
projection P Ñ P {U “ L maps to define maps FlL Ñ pC and pC Ñ FlL, respectively. We describe these
maps now.
First recall (cf. [BK18, Lemma 3.2]) that BL Ă w
´1Bw X P and that, if φ : P Ñ L is the quotient
map, φpw´1BwXP q “ BL. Thus if F is a principal L-space with q¯ P F {BL and pq P pF ˆL pLq{ pBpL, the
P -space F ˆL P and elements pq, eq P pF ˆL P q{pw
´1Bw X P q and ppq, eq P pF ˆL pP q{p pw´1 pB pw X pP q
are well-defined. Conversely, if E1 is a principal P -space with y¯ P E1{pw´1Bw X P q and py P pE1 ˆPpP q{p pw´1 pB pwX pP q, the L-space E1ˆP L and elements py, eq P pE1ˆP Lq{BL and ppy, eq P pE1ˆP pLq{ pBpL
are well-defined. Thus we have maps i : FlL Ñ pC and τ : pC Ñ FlL, and these evidently satisfy
τ ˝ i “ idFlL .
5.3. The main diagram of stacks. There are natural maps of stacks C Ñ pC and G{Bˆ pG{ pB Ñ FlG,
and these commute with the relevant maps π. Introducing the map i˜ “ π ˝ i, we present the following
useful diagram of stacks:
C pC
G{B ˆ pG{ pB FlG FlL
π π
τ
i˜
i
5.4. Line bundles on pC and FlL are related (Levification). Let ZpLq denote the center of L,
and Z0pLq its connected component containing the identity. Recall the following definition from
[BK18, Definition 3.7]:
Definition 5.4. Let M be a line bundle on FlL, viewed as an L-equivariant line bundle on L{BL ˆpL{ pBpL. Then ZpLq and, in particular, Z0pLq act on each fibre of M. Because the group of characters
of Z0pLq is discrete, the map
X :“ L{BL ˆ pL{ pBpL Ñ HompZ0pLq,Cˆq
is constant (X is connected). Thus M gives rise to a single γM : Z
0pLq Ñ Cˆ, and γM can be defined
even if M is only defined over a connected subset of X (for example, any Zariski open subset, given
irreducibility of X).
The following proposition generalizes [BK18, Proposition 3.8]:
Proposition 5.5. Let U be a non-empty open substack of FlL, L a line bundle on τ
´1pUq and
M “ i˚L, a line bundle on U . Then
(a) L “ τ˚M. This shows τ˚ : PicpUq Ñ Picpτ´1pUqq is an isomorphism with inverse i˚.
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(b) If γM is trivial, then H
0pτ´1pUq,Lq Ñ H0pU,Mq is an isomorphism.
Before embarking on the proof, we set up the generalized setting for Levification (cf. [BK18, §3.6]);
here the role of txL will be played by λptq.
Definition 5.6. Define a family of maps ψ : pP ˆ C˚ Ñ pP by ψtppq “ λptqpλptq´1 for t P C˚.
We record several straightforward facts about the ψt.
Lemma 5.7. Since λptq P Z0ppLq, each ψt is the identity on pL, and of course ψ1 is the identity onpP . In the limit, ψ0 “ limtÑ0 ψt exists and equals the quotient map pP Ñ pL. Similarly, the restriction
ψt : P Ñ P is the identity on L Ă P and in the limit ψ0 : P Ñ L is the standard quotient map again.
The diagrams
P pP
P pP
ψt ψt
and
P pP
L pL
ψ0 ψ0
commute.
Definition 5.8. Now given a principal P -space E1 and elements y¯ P E1{pw´1Bw X P q and py P
pE1 ˆP pP q{p pw´1 pB pw X pP q, define for each t P A1 the principal ψtpP q-space Et “ E1 ˆψt P , together
with elements y¯t “ py, eq P Et{pw
´1Bw X P q and pyt “ ppy, eq P ppE1 ˆP pP q ˆψt pP q{p pw´1 pB pw X pP q “
pE1 ˆψt
pP q{p pw´1 pB pw X pP q.
Proof of Proposition 5.5. We will actually prove (b) first and use it for (a).
(b) Any section of L over a point pE1, y¯, pyq in τ´1pUq extends uniquely to each pEt, y¯t, pytq by
the P -equivariance. By the triviality of the action of λptq Ă Z0pLq on the fibre above the limit
point pE0, y¯0, py0q, this section can be extended uniquely without zeros or poles to pE0, y¯0, py0q “
i´1ppE1, y¯, pyqq. This shows the injectivity of the pullback map
i˚ : H0pτ´1pUq,Lq Ñ H0pU,Mq.
Surjectivity follows by extending any section at pE0, y¯0, py0q to all Et as in [Bel18, Lemma 8.6].
(a) Take L1 “ Lb pτ˚Mq´1, and set M1 “ i˚pL1q. Observe that
M1 “ i˚pLq b ppτ ˝ iq˚Mq´1 “MbM´1
is actually just OU . Consequently, γM1 is trivial and (2) applies:
H0pτ´1pUq,L1q » H0pU,OU q.
The latter contains a nowhere vanishing section, the constant function 1, so say i˚pσq “ 1 by the
isomorphism. If σ itself vanishes anywhere on τ´1pUq, it must not vanish on impiq since 1 does not
vanish on U . But any vanishing of σ elsewhere can be propagated to impiq by Levification, which
cannot be. So i˚pσq is a nowhere vanishing section of L1. We conclude that L1 is trivial, which gives
the result. 
5.5. Proof of Theorem 1.6(d). Write δpsq “ s
ř
akxk in terms of the group images of the elements
xk P h; thus αjp 9δq “ aj. The dominance of δ ensures aj ě 0 for each j, and it follows from the
definition of P that aj ą 0 exactly when αj R ∆pP q.
We next introduce the following analogue of [BK18, Lemma 3.13]:
Lemma 5.9. Suppose L “ Lµ b Lpµ is in PicpFlGq, and let M denote its pullback to FlL. Then the
following are equivalent:
(a) The equality
w´1µpxkq ` pw´1pµpxkq “ 0
holds for every k such that αk R ∆pP q.
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(b) γM : Z
0pLq Ñ Cˆ is trivial.
Proof. The one parameter subgroups sNkxk with αk R ∆pP q generate Z
0pLq, where Nk is a large
enough positive integer to accommodate Nkxk being in the coroot lattice. Thus we may examine their
fibre-actions separately.
The map L{BLˆ pL{ pBpL Ñ G{Bˆ pG{ pB given by pq¯, pqq ÞÑ pqw´1, pq pw´1q is well-defined and gives rise
to the map on stacks. The fibre of M, viewed as an L-equivariant bundle on L{BL ˆ pL{ pBpL, over an
arbitrary pq¯, pqq is simply the fibre
L
pqw´1,pq pw´1q “ tpqw´1, tq, ppq pw´1,ptq | t,pt P Cu.
The action of ǫpsq “ sNkxk on this line is by
ǫpsq.
`
pqw´1, tq, ppq pw´1,ptq˘ “ `pqw´1pw.ǫqpsq, tq, ppq pw´1p pw.ǫqpsq,ptq˘
“
´
pqw´1, sµpw.Nkxkqtq, ppq pw´1, sµp pw.Nkxkqptq¯
“ sµpw.Nkxkq`pµp pw.Nkxkq `pqw´1, tq, ppq pw´1,ptq˘ ;
therefore the exponent on s is 0 for all relevant k (i.e., (a) holds) if and only if the action of the entire
center Z0pLq is trivial on any/each fibre (it is constant).

Now if there exists a nonzero section s P H0pFlL,Mq, the equivalent conditions above must hold,
since the action of Z0pLq will at least be trivial everywhere that the section does not vanish. In this
case, the equality
w´1µp 9δq ` pw´1pµp 9δq “ 0
holds since δpsq “ s
ř
akxk as discussed above.
With Dpvq as before, we note that the section 1 of OpDpvqq does not vanish when pulled back to
FlL since the image of FlL Ñ FlG misses Dpvq (see Lemma 4.2). Therefore i˜
˚OpDpvqq satisfies the
conditions of the lemma and we must have
w´1µp 9δq ` pw´1pµp 9δq “ 0,
where OpDpvqq “ Lµ b Lpµ. That is, ~µpDpvqq lies on F .
6. Formula for type I rays
In this section we wish to describe explicitly the class rDpvqs as an element of the Chow group
A1pG{B ˆ pG{ pBq “ ”A1pG{Bq bA0p pG{ pBqı‘ ”A0pG{Bq bA1p pG{ pBqı .
6.1. Intersection theory setup. Since rDpvqs “ π˚prD˜pvqsq, it suffices to determine the components
of rD˜pvqs in
A1pG{Bq bA0p pG{ pBq bAmpG{P q and A0pG{Bq bA1p pG{ pBq bAmpG{P q,
where m “ dimpG{P q.
Now the locus D˜pvq is, set-theoretically, the intersection of
S1u :“ tg¯, pg, z¯ P G{B ˆ pG{ pB ˆG{P | z¯ P gXuu
and pS1pu :“ tg¯, pg, z¯ P G{B ˆ pG{ pB ˆG{P | φδpz¯q P pg pXpuu,
which are the inverse images of
Su :“ tg¯, z¯ P G{B ˆG{P | z¯ P gXuu
and pSpu :“ tpg, z¯ P pG{ pB ˆG{P | φδpz¯q P pg pXpuu
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under the standard projections.
Note that Su has dimension dimpG{Bq ` ℓpuq, since Su » GˆB Xu via pg¯, z¯q ÞÑ pg, g´1zq. LikewisepTpu has dimension pG{ pB ` ℓppuq, wherepTpu :“ tpg, z¯ P pG{ pB ˆ pG{ pP | z¯ P pg pXpuu.
Similarly,
Lemma 6.1. dimppSpuq “ ℓppuq ` dimpG{P q ´ dimp pG{ pP q.
Proof. There is an inclusion ι : pSpu Ñ pTpu induced by φδ, and we have a proper intersectionpTpu X ´ pG{ pB ˆ φδpG{P q¯ “ ιppSpuq.
From this we deduce
codimpιppSpuqq “ codimppTpuq ` codim´ pG{ pB ˆ φδpG{P q¯
“ dimp pG{ pP q ´ ℓppuq ` dimp pG{ pP q ´ dimpG{P q,
which implies
dimppSpuq “ dimpιppSpuqq “ ℓppuq ` dimpG{P q ´ dimp pG{ pP q.

Let pm “ dimp pG{ pP q.
Writing rSus “
ř
j sj, for sj P A
jpG{Bq bAm´ℓpuq´jpG{P q, and rpSpus “ řk psk, for psk P Akp pG{ pBq b
A pm´ℓppuq´kpG{P q, we see that rS1us Y rpS1pus “ p˚1rSus Y p˚2rpSpus is supported inà
j,k
AjpG{Bq bAkp pG{ pBq bAm` pm´ℓpuq´ℓppuq´j´kpG{P q,
and whereas ℓpuq ` ℓppuq “ pm´ 1, we are only interested in the terms where j ` k “ 1.
Applying [BK18, §4.2], we have
Lemma 6.2.
rSus “ 1b rXus `
ÿ
ℓ
Lωℓ b βℓ ` other terms,
where βℓ “ rXsαℓus if u
αℓÝÑ sαℓu PW
P and βℓ “ 0 otherwise.
Likewise,
rpTpus “ 1b r pXpus `ÿ
ℓ
Lpωℓ b pβℓ ` other terms,
where pβℓ “ rXs pαℓ pus if pu pαℓÝÑ spαℓpu PW pP and pβℓ “ 0 otherwise.
6.2. Proof of Theorem 1.7. Finally we may calculate
rD˜pvqs “ rS1s Y rpS1s “ p˚1rSus Y p˚2rpSpus “ p˚1rSus Y p˚2φ˚δ r pTpus
“
ÿ
pu pαℓÝÑs pαℓ puPW pP
1b Lpωk b
´
rXus ¨ φ
˚
δ pr
pXs pαℓ pusq¯` ÿ
u
αℓÝÑsαℓuPWP
Lωℓ b 1b
´
rXsαℓus ¨ φ
˚
δ pr
pXpusq¯ .
The result follows from taking π˚ of both sides.
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7. Decomposition of F into subcones
Having found all possible type I rays ~µpDpvqq on F , there may (and generally will) be more extremal
rays of F ; these will span some proper subcone, which is easily identified after the following lemmas.
Lemma 7.1. Let pµ, pµq “ ~µpDpvqq be a type I ray corresponding to the data v αℓÝÑ w (resp., v pαℓÝÑ pw).
Then µpα_ℓ q “ 1 (resp., pµppα_ℓ q “ 1).
Proof. Obvious from rXus d0 φ
d
δ pr
pXpusq “ rXes ùñ rXus ¨ φ˚δ pr pXpusq “ rXes. 
Lemma 7.2. Let pµ, pµq “ ~µpDpvqq be a type I ray corresponding to the data v αℓÝÑ w or v pαℓÝÑ pw. If
v1
αℓ1ÝÝÑ w (resp., v1
pαℓ1ÝÝÑ pw) is a distinct datum defining another type I ray, then we have µpα_ℓ1 q “ 0
(resp., pµppα_ℓ1 q “ 0).
Proof. Suppose Dpvq comes from the data v
αℓÝÑ w; the other case will follow similarly.
If v1
pαℓ1ÝÝÑ pw, then it is not the case that pu pαℓ1ÝÝÑ spαℓ1pu since pu “ pw; therefore pcℓ1 “ 0.
Otherwise, v1
αℓ1ÝÝÑ w for ℓ1 ‰ ℓ. Then, as in [BGG73, Lemma 2.4],
v1 v1
w “ sαℓ1v
1 ùñ sαℓ1v
v v
αℓ1 sαℓ1
αℓ
αℓ1αℓ
and in particular sαℓ1v
αℓ1ÝÝÑ v. This prevents u
αℓ1ÝÝÑ sαℓ1u since u “ v, and cℓ1 “ 0.

Set F2 Ď F to be the set
F2 “ tpµ, pµq P F | µpα_ℓ q “ 0 @v αℓÝÑ w and pµppα_ℓ q “ 0 @v pαℓÝÑ pwu.(9)
Likewise define F2,Q Ď FQ. Evidently F2 is a subsemigroup of F and contains none of the rays
~µpDpvqq, by Lemma 7.1. Furthermore, the rays ~µpDpvqq are linearly independent from one another
by Lemma 7.2; each has some coordinate equal to 1 where all others equal 0. We therefore have a
natural injection of semigroups ź
Zě0~µpDpvqq ˆ F2 ãÑ F .
We now prove Theorem 1.8:
Proposition 7.3. The preceding map is also a surjection.
Proof. Let pν, pνq P FzF2, and, possibly scaling by N assume H0pG{B ˆ pG{ pB,LqG ‰ p0q, where
L “ Lν bLpν. Being outside of F2, it holds that νpα_ℓ q ą 0 (or pνppα_ℓ q ą 0, the proof will be analogous)
for some ℓ giving a type I datum.
Choose a nonzero G-invariant section s P H0pG{B ˆ pG{ pB,Lq. For any point pg¯, pgq P Dpvq, where
v
αℓÝÑ w, we have
φδpgXvq X pg pX pw ‰ H.
In an open subset of Dpvq, then, we actually have
φδpgCvq X pg pC pw ‰ H,
and we now choose g, pg to be such. Assume for contradiction that s does not vanish at pg, pgq. Then
by some standard invariant theory, we must have
v´1νp 9δq ` pw´1pνp 9δq ď 0(10)
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(see [BK18, §5.2]). I claim this cannot be.
Indeed, w´1νpδq ` pw´1pνpδq “ 0 by definition of F . Furthermore,
v´1νp 9δq ´ w´1νp 9δq “ v´1pν ´ sαℓνqp
9δq
“ v´1pνpα_ℓ qαℓqp
9δq
“ νpα_ℓ q ¨ v
´1pαℓqp 9δq,
and we know νpα_ℓ q to be a positive integer by assumption. Since ℓpvq ă ℓpsαℓvq, v
´1αℓ is a positive
root ([BGG73, Corollary 2.3]). This gives pv´1αℓqp 9δq ě 0; equality would hold only if v
´1αℓ were in
the root system for L. However, wv´1αℓ “ sαℓαℓ “ ´αℓ ă 0 and w P W
P means v´1αℓ can’t be in
the root system for L (see [BL00, §2.5]).
Therefore 0 ă v´1νp 9δq´w´1νp 9δq “ v´1νp 9δq` pw´1pνp 9δq, which violates inequality (10). We conclude
that s vanishes on an open subset of Dpvq, in which case s vanishes totally on Dpvq. This implies that
s induces a nonzero invariant section of Lp´Dpvqq.
If pν 1, pν 1q represents Lp´Dpvqq, then pν 1, pν 1q P F and has ν 1pαℓq “ νpαℓq ´ 1. Furthermore, pν 1, pν 1q
agrees with pν, pνq on all other relevant α_ℓ1 or pα_ℓ1 . This style of reduction may be continued, then, to
reach an element L1 P F2 in finitely many steps, whose difference from L is in the span of the type I
rays.
Now, if we did indeed need to scale pν, pνq by N at the beginning, each of the subtracted ~µpDpvqq
must have been subtracted a multiple of N times. That is, the resulting element of F2 has coefficients
each divisible by N ; thus we can scale back down to an element of F2 as desired.

8. More stacks and the geometry of F2
In this section, we identify the cone F2 as a rational semigroup of line bundles on a certain stack
which will have various properties and be related to the cone CpLss, pLssq. We begin by introducing a
new pair of stacks.
8.1. The stack Fl1G. Recall that F2 is contained in the subspace of h
˚ ˆ ph˚ cut out by the vanishing
conditions
v
β
ÝÑ w ùñ µpβ_q “ 0
and
v
pβ
ÝÑ pw ùñ pµppβ_q “ 0,
where β and pβ are simple roots in their respective root systems. Therefore if pµ, pµq P F2, the line
bundle Lµ on G{B descends naturally to G{Q
1
w, where Q
1
w is the standard parabolic given by
∆pQ1wq “ ∆X wΦ
´.
Similarly, the line bundle Lpµ on pG{ pB descends to pG{ pQ1pw, where ∆p pQ1pwq “ p∆X pwpΦ´. Conversely, any
line bundle on G{Q1w ˆ pG{ pQ1pw gives pµ, pµq satisfying these vanishing conditions.
Now, Q1w Ď Qw and
pQ1pw Ď pQ pw; this follows from examining ∆pQwq, ∆p pQ pwq as in [BKR12, Lemma
7.1].
They also satisfy
BL Ď w
´1Q1ww and
pBpL Ď pw´1 pQ1pw pw;
this is clear since B and pB satisfy this. Therefore the map
L{BL ˆ pL{ pBpL Ñ G{Q1w ˆ pG{ pQ1pw
given by pq¯, pqq ÞÑ pqw´1, pq pw´1q is well-defined and factors through the projection G{B ˆ pG{ pB Ñ
G{Q1w ˆ
pG{ pQ1pw. On the level of stacks, one easily checks that this induces a map
i˜1 : FlL Ñ Fl
1
G,
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where Fl1G is the quotient stack
´
G{Q1w ˆ pG{ pQ1pw¯ {G, which factors through FlG.
Let us record a few definitions.
Definition 8.1. For any stack X, we set
Pic`pXq “ the semigroup of line bundles with non-zero global sections;
Pic`QpXq “ tL P PicpXq bQ | L
bN P Pic`pXq for some N ą 0u.
Furthermore, we set
Picdeg“0pFl1Gq
to be the subgroup consisting of line bundles whose pullback to FlL have trivial Z
0pLq-action.
Finally, we make the observation
Lemma 8.2. As rational cones,
Pic`,deg“0Q pFl
1
Gq » F2,Q.
Proof. The only unmentioned aspect so far is that deg “ 0 exactly characterizes the face equality
defining F ; cf. Lemma 5.9. 
8.2. The stack pC1. We now introduce pC1 and related spaces and examine how they relate to Fl1G.
Definition 8.3. Let X 1 be the universal intersection scheme given set-theoretically by
X 1 “ tpg¯, pg, z¯q P G{Q1w ˆ pG{ pQ1pw ˆG{P | φδpz¯q P φδpgXwq X pg pX pwu.
Note that this definition is valid since Q1w Ď Qw, which stabilizes Xw, and the same for their
analogues w.r.t. pG. Now, set C 1w “ Q1wwP and pC 1pw “ pQ1pw pw pP . By replacing Xw, pX pw with Zw, pZ pw and
with C 1w, pC 1pw, respectively, we similarly define (open) intersection subloci Z 1 Ě C1.
Set pC1 to be the stack pC1{G, which parametrizes principal G-spaces E with elements g¯ P E{Q1w, pg P
pEˆG pGq{ pQ1pw, and z¯ P E{P such that z P gC 1w and pz, eq P pg pC 1pw. Equivalently, as before, it parametrizes
principal P -spaces E1 together with elements y¯ P E1{pw´1Q1wwXP q and py P pE1ˆP pP q{p pw´1 pQ1pw pwX pP q.
The natural projection π1 : X 1 Ñ G{Q1w ˆ pG{ pQ1pw is birational, and we use R1 to denote the
ramification locus inside Z 1 (or C1). Our new diagram of stacks is
C1 pC1
G{Q1w ˆ pG{ pQ1pw Fl1G FlL
π1 π1
τ 1
i˜1
i1
We prove the analogue of [BK18, Lemma 6.5].
Lemma 8.4. The closed subvariety π1pX 1zC1q is of codimension ě 2 inside G{Q1w ˆ pG{ pQ1pw.
Proof. X is a fibre-product of other spaces in question:
X X 1
G{B ˆ pG{ pB G{Q1w ˆ pG{ pQ1pw
φ˜
π π1
φ
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One easily checks that φ is a smooth fibre bundle over a smooth base; the fibres are Q1w{Bˆ pQ1pw{ pB.
Thus φ´1pπ1pX 1zC1qq has the same codimension as π1pX 1zC1q (and as the latter’s closure).
The argument of [BK18, Remark 6.6] is still valid in this case, and we have φ´1pπ1pX 1zC1qq “
πpφ˜´1pX 1zC1qq. Let us examine φ˜´1pX 1zC1q, or, rather, φ˜´1pC1q.
If pg¯, pg, z¯q maps into C1, then φδpzq P φδpgC 1wq X pg pC 1pw Ď φδpgYwq X pgpY pw. That is, φ˜´1pC1q Ď Y;
furthermore, the codimension of the complement of C 1w inside Yw is ě 2 (see [BK18, Lemma 6.4]), and
the same holds for the associated pG spaces. We conclude that φ˜´1pC1q has complement codimension
ě 2 inside Y. Thus if we could show πpX zYq has codimension ě 2, we would have the desired result.
For this, we recall that ZzY Ă RYA for some codimension ě 2 A Ă X . We find that
X zY Ď X zZ Y ZzY Ď X zZ YRYA,
and everything on the right is mapped to codimension ě 2 in G{B ˆ pG{ pB under π. This completes
the argument. 
Corollary 8.5. Let R1 be the ramification locus of π1 : C1 Ñ G{Q1wˆ
pG{ pQ1pw. Then, restricted to C1zR1,
π1 is an open embedding whose image has complement of codimension ě 2.
This allows us to conclude:
Proposition 8.6. π1˚ induces an isomorphism PicpFl1Gq » Picp
pC1z pR1q.
Proof. Identical to that of [BK18, Corollary 8.1]. 
8.3. Connection with the Levi subgroup. The family of maps ψt : P Ñ P and Levification
procedure carry forward to the present case, and Proposition 5.5 has the following analogue (the proof
is the same):
Proposition 8.7. For any non-empty open substack U of FlL and any line bundle L on τ
1´1pUq,
setting M “ i1˚L, we have
(a) L “ τ 1˚M. Thus as before, τ 1˚ and i1˚ give inverse isomorphisms PicpUq » Picpτ 1´1pUqq.
(b) In the case that γM is trivial,
i1˚ : H0pτ 1´1pUq,Lq Ñ H0pU,Mq
is also an isomorphism.
Let pR1 be the locus of pE1, y¯, pyq P pC1 whose determinant lines of
E1 ˆP T 9epG{P q Ñ
E1 ˆP T 9epG{P q
tyu ˆ T 9epw´1C 1wq
‘
E1 ˆP T 9ep pG{ pP q
tpyu ˆ T 9ep pw´1 pC 1pwq
vanish. Set RL to be the inverse image of pR1 under i1; consequently i1˚Op pR1q “ OpRLq.
Lemma 8.8. For M “ OpRLq, γM is trivial.
Proof. Let
´
l¯,
spl ¯ P L{BLˆ pL{ pBpL be arbitrary. The fibre of M over this point is the determinant line
of
T 9epG{P q Ñ
T 9epG{P q
T 9eplw´1C 1wq
‘
T 9ep pG{ pP q
T 9eppl pw´1 pC 1pwq .
The nonzero deformed pullback product (1) implies that the pair pw, pwq is Levi-movable by [RR11,
Proposition 2.3]. Therefore the above map is an isomorphism (hence nonzero determinant line) for
generic
´
l¯,
spl ¯. Thus the natural θ-section gives a nonzero global section of M; this forces γM to be
trivial. 
We wish to prove the following proposition, which will be needed to define the induction map in
the next section.
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Proposition 8.9. PicpFlL zRLq » PicppC1z pR1q.
Proof. The statement follows from Proposition 8.7(a), provided we show that pR1 “ τ 1´1RL. Indeed,
choose a section σ P H0ppC1,Op pR1qq which vanishes exactly on pR1. Then i1˚σ vanishes exactly on RL.
We have
i1˚pτ 1˚pi1˚pσqqq “ pτ 1 ˝ i1q˚i1˚pσq “ i1˚σ,
and i1˚ is injective (since by Lemma 8.8 and Proposition 8.7(b)), so σ “ τ 1˚pi1˚pσqq, which vanishes
exactly on τ´1RL.

8.4. Connection with Lss. For any reductive algebraic group K, Kss will mean the semisimple part
of K, i.e., the subgroup rK,Ks Ď K. Recall that K » pKssˆZ0pKqq{F pKq as groups, where Z0pKq is
the connected component of the identity of the center ZpKq and F pKq is the finite group Z0pKqXKss.
In particular, this means that the natural Lss-equivariant morphism of varieties
Lss{BLss ˆ pLss{ pBpLss Ñ L{BL ˆ pL{ pBpL
is an isomorphism.
Further, this induces a composite morphism of stacks
ǫ : FlLss Ñ
´
L{BL ˆ pL{ pBpL¯ {Lss Ñ FlL .
Our next lemma records the essential relationship between line bundles on FlLss and FlL, but first
a
Definition 8.10. Let
Picdeg“0pFlLq
denote the subgroup of PicpFlLq with trivial Z
0pLq-action on the fibres.
Lemma 8.11. (a) There is a one-to-one correspondence between line bundles L on L{BLˆ pL{ pBpL
with an L-linearization and line bundles L on Lss{BLss ˆ pLss{ pBpLss with an Lss-linearization
plus a (locally-constant, hence constant) character action of Z0pLq on fibres extending the
action of F pLq.
(b) ǫ˚ : Picdeg“0pFlLq Ñ PicpFlLssq is injective, and (applying bQ, which maintains injectivity)
ǫ˚ : Picdeg“0Q pFlLq
„
ÝÑ PicQpFlLssq is also surjective.
(c) The preceding isomorphism restricts to
Pic`,deg“0Q pFlLq
„
ÝÑ Pic`QpFlLssq,
which we shall call ǫ˚`.
Proof. (a) The base spaces in question are Lss-equivariantly isomorphic; without harm we may call
them L-equivariantly isomorphic via trivial Z0pLq action, extending the trivial F pLq action.
The correspondence then is simply that L “ L as total spaces, and the realization that
L-linearization Ø
ˆ
Lss ˆ Z0pLq-linearization
with agreement on F pLq
˙
Ø
ˆ
Lss-linearization with Z0pLq-action
extending F pLq-action
˙
.
(b) In particular, if L is given L-linearized, L “ ǫ˚pLq can be viewed as simply Lss-linearized.
This comes at the cost of forgetting the action of Z0pLq on fibres, but there is only one such
L with trivial Z0pLq action, so the map is injective.
For surjectivity: not every Lss-linearized L will have trivial F pLq-action on fibres; however,
L :“ L
b|F pLq|
will have trivial F pLq-action. Therefore L may be given trivial Z0pLq-action.
Over Q, then, 1|F pLq|L maps to L under ǫ
˚: formally,
Lb
1
|F pLq|
ÞÑ L
b|F pLq|
b
1
|F pLq|
” Lb 1.
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(c) As long as the Z0pLq-action is trivial, L-equivariant global sections are the same as Lss-
equivariant global sections.

Remark 8.12. If F pLq is trivial, we may drop the need for bQ in the preceding lemma.
9. Induction and type II rays
Here we give an alternate definition of the map Ind of Theorem 1.9; in the next section we will show
that they are the same.
Definition 9.1. Define the induction map by the composition
Ind : PicQpFlLssq Pic
deg“0
Q pFlLq Pic
deg“0
Q pFlL zRLq Pic
deg“0
Q p
pC1z pR1q Picdeg“0Q pFl1Gq.pǫ˚q´1„ ι˚ τ 1˚„ pπ˚q´1„
All maps are isomorphisms or surjections as indicated except possibly that ι˚ is surjective; this
follows exactly as in [BK18, Lemma 9.1].
Recall that F2,Q is Pic
`,deg“0
Q pFl
1
Gq and CpL
ss, pLssqQ is Pic`QpFlLssq. What we need now is
Proposition 9.2. The map Ind restricts to a well-defined surjection
Ind : Pic`QpFlLssq Pic
`,deg“0
Q pFl
1
Gq.
Proof. First,
Pic`QpFlLssq » Pic
`,deg“0
Q pFlLq(11)
via pǫ˚`q
´1 by Lemma 8.11(2). We will return to ι˚ momentarily.
Second, forM P Pic`,deg“0Q pFlL zRLq, Proposition 8.7 tells us thatH
0pFlL zRL,Mq » H
0ppC1z pR1, τ 1˚Mq
via τ 1˚. So τ 1˚ restricts to an isomorphism
Pic`,deg“0Q pFlL zRLq » Pic
`,deg“0
Q p
pC1z pR1q,(12)
whose inverse is i1˚.
Third, the isomorphism π˚ must also induce isomorphisms on the level of global sections, because
sections can be extended across codimension ě 2. That is, for L in Pic`,deg“0Q pFl
1
Gq, H
0pFl1G,Lq »
H0ppC1z pR1, π˚Lq. Thus π˚ restricts to an isomorphism
Pic`,deg“0Q pFl
1
Gq » Pic
`,deg“0
Q p
pC1z pR1q.(13)
Finally, take M in Pic`,deg“0Q pFlLq. Then i˜
1˚ IndpMq lives in Picdeg“0Q pFlLq, and the two agree on
FlL zRL (just check on stalks). The restriction map
H0pFlL, i˜
1˚ IndpMqq Ñ H0pFlL zRL,Mq
is an injection: say a section σ vanishes away from RL; it is supported only on RL. Sections of
π˚ IndpMq are supported on pCz pR, so those of i˜1˚ IndpMq are supported away from RL. We must
conclude that σ “ 0; i.e., the map is injective.
Consider then the diagram:
H0pFl1G, IndpMqq
H0pFlL, i˜
1˚ IndpMqq H0pFlL zRL,Mq
„
As the horizontal map is an injection, all maps in sight must be isomorphisms. As a consequence,
the map Picdeg“0Q pFlL zRLq Ñ Pic
deg“0
Q pFlLq via M ÞÑ i˜
1˚ IndM takes bundles with nonzero global
sections to the same, thus providing a section for the surjection
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Pic`,deg“0Q pFlLq Pic
`,deg“0
Q pFlL zRLq.
Combining this with the isomorphisms (11), (12), and (13) gives the result.

Remark 9.3. This surjection exists even if the cone CpLss, pLssqQ has empty interior (i.e., even if
case (A) holds for the pair Lss Ñ pLss, which could happen even if case (B) is assumed for G Ñ pG).
See Section 13.3 for an example.
10. Formula for induction
As a corollary to the previous section, every extremal ray of F2,Q is the image of an extremal ray
of CpLss, pLssqQ. This is because the map Ind is Q-linear. Therefore Ind can be used to find extremal
rays in theory; in practice it would helpful to have a formula, which we give here. To be precise, we
complete the proof of Theorem 1.9 by showing the map Ind of the previous section has the formula
stated in the introduction.
Theorem 10.1. Let pν, pνq P h˚Lss,Q ˆ ph˚pLss,Q. Extend these functionals to be trivial on zplq, zpplq,
respectively, thereby inducing (abusing notation) pν, pνq P h˚Q ˆ ph˚Q. We claim
IndpLν b Lpνq “ Lµ b Lpµ,
where
pµ, pµq “ pwν, pwpνq ´ ÿ
v
αℓÝÑw
wνpα_ℓ q~µpDpvqq ´
ÿ
v
pαℓÝÑ pw
pwpνppα_ℓ q~µpDpvqq.(14)
Proof. Set L “ Lµ b Lpµ, where pµ, pµq are defined by (14). Applying Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, it is first
of all clear that pµ, pµq satisfy the vanishing conditions of (9) required for membership in F2,Q. Now
letting p : FlG Ñ Fl
1
G denote the natural projection, consider the diagram
pCz pR
FlG´
Ť
Dpvq FlL zRL,
Fl1G
π
p
i˜
i˜1
i
which commutes thanks to Lemma 4.2. Evidently p˚L “ Lwν b L pwpν ˇˇU , where U is FlG´ŤDpvq.
Further pulling back via i˜ yields
i˜1˚L “ Lν b Lpν ˇˇFlL zRL ;
that is, the pullbacks of L and IndpLνbLpνq to FlL agree on FlL zRL. Applying Proposition 5.5, pp˝πq˚L
and pp ˝ πq˚ IndpLν b Lpνq agree away from pR, so p˚L and p˚ IndpLν b Lpνq agree on FlG´ŤDpvq.
Set M “ pp˚Lq´1 b p˚ IndpLν b Lpνq, considered as a line bundle on FlG; then M “ OpDq for D
some sum of divisors Dpvq. Since OpDq satisfies the vanishing conditions (9) (it is a tensor product
of line bundles that do), D must actually be trivial by Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2. Since p˚ is injective, this
completes the proof.

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11. On the number of components of RL
In this section, we assume Case (B) holds, so CpGÑ pGq has nonempty interior. In [Res10], Ressayre
has proven that for pw, pw, δq satisfying
φdδ
´
r pX pw¯d0 rXws “ rXes,
the associated face Fpw, pw, δq has codimension |∆z∆pLpδqq| (δ need not be special here).
Let R1, . . . ,Rc be the irreducible components of RL (really its inverse image in L{BL ˆ pL{ pBpL).
Since L is connected, each Ri is fixed by L and therefore induces a line bundle OpRiq on FlL. An
important observation is that dimH0pFlL zRL,Oq “ 1, so therefore
dimH0pFlL,OpN1R1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bOpNcRcqq “ 1
for any choices of Ni ě 0.
Lemma 11.1. The set tOpR1q, . . . ,OpRcqu gives a Z-basis for the kernel of the restriction PicpFlLq Ñ
PicpFlL zRLq.
Proof. See [BK18, Lemma 10.2]. 
As before, let q denote the number of type I extremal rays on F .
Proposition 11.2.
c “ q ´ |p∆| ` |∆p pP pδqq|.
Proof. Recall the isomorphism Picdeg“0Q pFlL zRLq » Pic
deg“0
Q pFl
1
Gq. Counting Q-dimensions and using
the previous lemma, we have
|∆pP q| ` |∆p pP q| ´ c “ |∆| ` |p∆| ´ |∆z∆pP q| ´ q,
which simplifies to the desired relation.

12. Inequalities for testing rays p0, pωjq
Recall Observation 1.2 from the introduction:
Proposition 12.1. If pµ, pµq gives an extremal ray of CpG Ñ pGq and does not belong to any regular
face, then µ “ 0 and, up to scaling, pµ is a fundamental dominant weight.
Proof. If pµ, pµq is not on any regular face, then it is an extremal ray for the dominant cone h˚Q,`ˆph˚Q,`
itself. These are (up to scaling) all either of the form pωi, 0q, where ωi is a fundamental weight for G
w.r.t. B, or p0, pωjq, where pωj is the same for pG w.r.t. pB. Of course, the first of these never occurs,
since no non-trivial G representation appears as a subrepresentation of the trivial representation forpG. 
Testing whether a candidate p0, pωjq is indeed a ray of the cone amounts to checking whether it
belongs to the cone, which may be done by verifying the inequalities of Theorem 1.1. In this section,
we substantially whittle down the number of inequalities needed for this verification, depending on j.
First define T to be the set of all indivisible one-parameter subgroups of H which give an extremal
ray of a cone hQ,`X pvphQ,` for some pv P xW . If GÑ pG is of case (A), then T “ S. In case (B), we only
know S Ď T. Now fix an index j P t1, . . . , rkp pGqu. Define a set
Sj “
!
p pw, δq | δ P T, φdδ r pX pws “ rXes, pX pw Ď pXsi pw ùñ i “ j) .
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Theorem 12.2. The ray generated by p0, pωjq is an extremal ray of CpG Ñ pGq if and only if for all
p pw, δq P Sj, the inequality pωjp pw 9δq ď 0
holds.
Furthermore, if Wthppg{gq “Wthppgq (where if V is an h-module, WthpV q is the set of weights µ such
that Vµ ‰ p0q), then the smaller set of inequalities associated to p pw, δq P Sj with δ P S will suffice.
Remark 12.3. The assumption that Wthppg{gq “Wthppgq automatically places GÑ pG in case (B) (see
the proof of [Kum14, Lemma 7.1]). Ressayre makes the same assumption in [Res11] in determining
face inclusion relations.
Before we come to the proof of the theorem, we recall a few definitions and results from geometric
invariant theory which are applicable to our context. We use the notation and formulations of [Kum14,
§3].
Definition 12.4. Given an algebraic group S acting on a variety X, an S-linearized line bundle L on
X, a point x P X and a one-parameter subgroup δ : Cˆ Ñ S such that limtÑ0 δptqx exists, Mumford
defines an integer µLpx, δq as follows. The Cˆ-action on X induced by δ has x0 “ limtÑ0 δptqx as a
fixed point, so the fibre of L above x0 inherits a C
ˆ action via some character. Characters of Cˆ are
in bijection with the integers, and we take µLpx, δq to be the integer associated with the character of
the fibre action.
Let L “ Lµ b Lpµ be a line bundle over G{B ˆ pG{ pB. Let δ be a dominant OPS. Let fP pδq and
gB, pg pB satisfy
φδpfP pδqq P φδpgBwP pδqq X pg pB pw pP pδq,
for some w PW {WP and pw P xW {xW pP . For x “ pgB, pG pBq P G{Bˆ pG{ pB, we can calculate µLpx, fδf´1q
explicitly by [Kum14, Proposition 3.5, Lemma 3.6]:
Lemma 12.5.
µLpx, fδf´1q “ ´µpw 9δq ´ pµp pw 9δq
Now, given an unstable point x P X, Kempf defines a maximally destabilizing OPS, whose properties
we recall here. Let MpSq be the set of fractional one-parameter subgroups (see for example [Kum14,
§6]) and q an S-invariant norm MpSq Ñ Rě0. Set
q˚pxq “ infpδPMpSqtqppδq|µLpx, pδq ď ´1u,
and
Λpxq “ tpδ PMpSq|µLpx, pδq ď ´1, qppδq “ q˚pxqu.
In [Kem78], Kempf proves that Λpxq is nonempty and that the associated parabolics P ppδq for pδ P Λpxq
are identical (they are thus referred to as P pxq); in fact Λpxq is a single P pxq-orbit under conjugation.
Proof of Theorem 12.2. The direction pñq is clear, since φdδ r
pX pws “ rXes ðñ φdδ r pX pws d0 rXw0wP0 s “
rXes, where w
P
0 is the longest element of WP .
For pðq, assume p0, pωjq is not an extremal ray. Then p0, pωjq R CpG Ñ pGq. Therefore G{B ˆ pG{ pB
has no semistable points for the line bundle L0 b Lpωj . Pick any pg, pgq P Gˆ pG such that
φδpgC
P
w q X pg pC pPpw and φδpgXPw q X pg pX pPpw are proper intersections in pG{ pP and
φδpgC
P
w q X pg pC pPpw is dense inside φδpgXPw q X pg pX pPpw
for any dominant δ and pw, pwq PWP ˆxW pP , where P “ P pδq and pP “ pP pδq.
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Since x “ pg¯, pgq P G{B ˆ pG{ pB is unstable, we may find a Kempf’s OPS pδ “ rδ, as P Λpxq associated
to it. Let ǫ “ f´1δf be the dominant translate of δ whose image lives in H. Set P “ P pǫq, pP “ pP pǫq.
Find the unique w PW {WP and pw P xW {xW pP such that
φǫpfP q P φǫpgBwP q X pg pB pw pP .
Lemma 12.6.
φǫpgBwP q X pg pB pw pP “ tf pP u.
Proof. Suppose φǫphP q is also in the intersection. Then
µLpx, hǫh´1q “ µLpx, δq “ ´µpw 9ǫq ´ pµp pw 9ǫq,
so for λ “ rhǫh´1, as, µLpx, λq ď ´1. Furthermore, qpλq “ qppδq “ q˚pxq since hǫh´1 and δ are
conjugate. So λ P Λpxq, which means hPh´1 “ P phǫh´1q “ P pδq “ fPf´1, so hP “ fP .

If ǫ (after rescaling) already belongs to T, set χ “ ǫ. Otherwise, we must carefully exchange ǫ for
an extremal OPS as follows.
Recall from [BS00, §2] the notion of compatible elements of xW : pv is compatible if dim hQ,`XpvphQ,` “
dim hQ,`. If pv is compatible and χ0 is in the interior of hQ,` X pvphQ,`, then (cf. [BS00, Proposition
2.2.8])
(a) exchanging pv for pupv where puχ0 “ χ0 yields
hQ,` X pvphQ,` “ hQ,` X pupvphQ,`;
(b) if pv is chosen to have minimal length in the right coset Stabpχ0qzxW , then by Proposition 1.5(c)
B Ď pv pBpv´1.
From now on, we fix pv which is compatible, satisfying B Ď pv pBpv´1, such that ǫ P hQ,` X pvphQ,`. Let
χ be an OPS such that 9χ is an extremal ray of the face of hQ,` X pvphQ,` containing ǫ in its interior.
Lemma 12.7. P pǫq Ď P pχq and pP pǫq Ď pP pχq.
Proof. It suffices to show pP pǫq Ď pP pχq. Suppose pβ is a root for pG such that pβp 9ǫq ě 0.
If pv´1pβ ą 0, then pv´1pβpζq ě 0 for any ζ P phQ,`; take ζ “ pv´1 9χ and we have pβp 9χq ě 0.
Otherwise, pv´1 pβ ă 0, so pβp 9ǫq ď 0; therefore pβpǫq “ 0. Then pv´1p´pβq is a positive root for pG and
satisfies pv´1p´pβqppv´1 9ǫq “ 0. Note that the faces of pvphQ,` are defined by the vanishing of roots pα such
that pv´1pα ą 0. The faces of hQ,` are defined by the vanishing of simple roots αi. Since B Ď pv pBpv´1,
there exists (for each i) a root pηi such that pv´1pηi ą 0 and pηi|h ” αi. Therefore we have shown
the faces of hQ,` X pvphQ,` are defined by the vanishing of roots pα such that pv´1pα ą 0.(15)
In particular, 9ǫ belongs to the face defined by ´pβ. Since 9χ is an extremal ray of any face on which 9ǫ
lies, ´pβp 9χq “ pβp 9χq “ 0.

Let Sǫ be the set of indices 1 ď i ď rkpGq such that αip 9ǫq ą 0. Thus 9ǫ “
ř
iPSǫ
cixi. Note that
9χ “
ř
S1 c
1
ixi, where S
1 Ď Sǫ (otherwise 9ǫ would lie in a face of hQ,` that didn’t include 9χ).
Proposition 12.8.
(a) The only point in φχpgBwP pχqq X pg pB pw pP pχq is φχpfP pχqq.
(b) The inequality pωjp pw 9χq ą 0
is satisfied. Moreover, for any conjugate g˜χg˜´1 of χ,
µLpx, g˜χg˜´1q “ µLpx, fχf´1q ùñ fP pχq “ g˜P pχq.
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Proof. Note that (a) follows from (b) with the same proof as Lemma 12.6. So we prove (b), closely
mimicking the proof of [BK06, Lemma 27].
First, we can find a b P G and some w PW so that bP pǫq “ fP pǫq and
b´1g˜χg˜´1b “ wχ.
We hope to show that w “ e, so that g˜P pχq “ bP pχq “ fP pχq.
Now, the function L : hQ,` Ñ Q given by
r 9β ÞÑ ´rµLpx, bβb´1q,
where r P Q and β is an OPS of H, is well-defined. It also satisfies the following (cf. [BK06, Lemma
27]):
(i) Lphq “ pωjp pwhq for h P ‘SǫQě0xi
(ii) the function Jphq “ Lphq{qphq on hQzt0u is constant on Qě0-rays and achieves its maximum
uniquely at the ray through Y :“ 9ǫ{a.
Furthermore, J satisfies
Jphq ď JpY q
pY, hq
qpY qqphq
for h nonzero and
Jphq “ JpY q
pY, hq
qpY qqphq
if furthermore we assume h P ‘SǫQě0xi; here p, q denotes the Killing form.
First of all, this already shows that Jp 9χq ą 0 since Jp 9ǫq ą 0 and pY, 9χq ą 0 due to the pairings
pxi, xjq ě 0 in general. This shows µ
Lpx, bχb´1q ă 0 and pωjp pw 9χq ą 0.
Now assume (for the sake of contradiction) that wχ ‰ χ. By induction on length of w, one can
easily show that p 9ǫ, wxiq ă p 9ǫ, xiq if wxi ‰ xi and i P Sǫ. Therefore pY,w 9χq ă pY, 9χq.
Putting this all together, we have
Jpw 9χq ď JpY q
pY,w 9χq
qpY qqpw 9χq
“ JpY q
pY,w 9χq
qpY qqp 9χq
ă JpY q
pY, 9χq
qpY qqp 9χq
“ Jp 9χq,
contradicting the hypothesis that Jp 9χq “ Jpw 9χq.

By genericity of g, pg, we already know
φ˚χr
pX pws ¨ rXws “ rXes(16)
in the ring H˚pG{P pχqq. We claim that this product doesn’t vanish in the passage to the deformed
product.
Proposition 12.9. The pair pw, pwq is Levi-movable.
Proof. First write g “ fpw´1b and pg “ f ppw´1pb for suitable p P P pǫq, p P pP pǫq, b P B,pb P pB. Then
δpsqgB “ fǫpsqpǫpsq´1w´1B and δpsqpg pB “ fǫpsqpǫpsq´1 pw´1 pB,
so in the limit,
lim
sÑ0
δpsqpgB, pg pBq “ pflw´1B, fpl pw´1 pBq,
where l “ limsÑ0 ǫpsqpǫpsq
´1 P Lpǫq and pl “ limsÑ0 ǫpsqpǫpsq´1 P Lpǫq P pLpǫq.
By a result of Ramanan and Ramanathan [RR84, Proposition 1.9], the limit point
x0 “ lim
sÑ0
δpsqpgB, pg pBq
is unstable and rδ, as P Λpx0q. Obviously φǫpfP pǫqq belongs to φǫpflw
´1BwP pǫqq X fpl pw´1 pB pw pP pǫq, so
by Proposition 12.8, this time applied with the unstable point x0 in mind,
φχpflw
´1BwP pχqq X fpl pw´1 pB pw pP pχq “ tφχpfP pχqqu.
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Now the expected and actual dimensions of this intersection agree; furthermore the multiplicity at
fP pχq would only increase if it were not transverse, but we already know (16) holds. So the intersection
φχplw
´1BwP pχqq X pl pw´1 pB pw pP pχq “ tφχpeP pχqqu.
is transverse at eP pχq, and the pair w, pw is Levi-movable.

Lemma 12.10. If Wthppg{gq “Wthppgq, then dim č
βPWthpplpχq{lpχqq
ker β “ 1.
Proof. Since, by (15), hQ,` X pvphQ,` is the cone inside hQ dual to the cone C Ď h˚Q generated by
S0 “ tpα|h | pv´1pα ą 0u, the extremal ray Qě0 9χ is orthogonal to a hyperplane spanned by a proper
subset of S0. In other words,
C 9χ “
č
βPWthpplpχqq
ker β.
By hypothesis, Wthpplpχq{lpχqq “Wthpplpχqq, and the result follows. 
To summarize so far, we have found a dominant one-parameter subgroup χ : Cˆ Ñ H (which we
may now assume is indivisible) and Weyl group elements w P W , pw P xW such that
(a) χ belongs to T (in the case Wthppg{gq “Wthppgq, belongs to S);
(b) φdχ r
pX pws d0 rXws “ rXes;
(c) pωjp pw 9χq ą 0;
(d) if µLpx, hχh´1q “ µLpx, fχf´1q, then hP pχq “ fP pχq.
For simplicity, now take P “ P pχq, pP “ pP pχq.
Assume for the sake of contradiction that pX pw Ĺ pXsj pw or that Xw Ĺ Xv for v ‰ w. Set pv “ sj pw
and v “ w in the first case or pv “ pw in the second. Then since φχpgBvP q X pg pBpv pP is dense inside
φχpgXvq X pg pXpv and the complement is nonempty, there must be some point hP in
φχpgBvP q X pg pBpv pP .
Then
µLpx, hχh´1q “ ´pωjppvχq “ ´pωjp pwχq “ µLpx, fχf´1q.
Therefore hP “ fP , a contradiction since these live in different Schubert cells of either G{P or pG{ pP .
So we conclude that w “ w0w
P
0 and p pw,χq P Sj , and the failed inequality (c) witnesses the fact that
p0, pωjq is not in CpGÑ pGq.

Corollary 12.11. If there are no pairs p pw, δq such that φdδ r pX pws “ rXes and δ P T, then every ray of
the form p0, pωjq is extremal.
13. Examples
We begin with a general remark about computing pullbacks in cohomology, recalling without proof
several standard results (see [BGG73], for example). Under the Borel model, there is an isomorphism
Sym˚ph˚q{J Ñ H˚pG{Bq,
where J is the ideal generated by rSym˚ph˚qsW . The map is induced by (and uniquely determined by)
the Chern class map
h˚ Ñ H2pG{Bq
λ ÞÑ c1pLλq.
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Furthermore, the cohomology subrings H˚pG{P q Ď H˚pG{Bq, where P is a standard parabolic, are
identified with the invariant subrings
rSym˚ph˚q{JsWP Ď Sym˚ph˚q{J.
Proposition 13.1. The diagram
Sym˚pph˚q{ pJ H˚p pG{ pBq
Sym˚ph˚q{J H˚pG{Bq
commutes, where the horizontal arrows are the Borel isomorphisms and the vertical arrows the natural
pullbacks. More generally, for standard parabolics P Ď pP ,”
Sym˚pph˚q{ pJıxW pP H˚p pG{ pP q
rSym˚ph˚q{JsWP H˚pG{P q
commutes.
Proof. By functoriality of the Chern class,
Sym˚pph˚q H˚p pG{ pBq
Sym˚ph˚q H˚pG{Bq
commutes. Furthermore, the kernel of the top horizontal map is sent to the kernel of the bottom
horizontal map. The second diagram follows from restricting the first to the appropriate subrings. 
Finally, recall from [BGG73]:
Proposition 13.2. For any simple reflection si, rXsiw0s “ ´w0ωi.
Proof. We have rXsiw0s “ rXw0w0siw0s “ rXw0sj s, where αj is the simple root ´w0αi. Under the Borel
isomorphism, rXw0sj s is identified with the BGG polynomial Psj , which is degree 1 and satisfies
Aisj “
"
0 i ‰ j
1 i “ j
,
where Ai are the divided difference operators. The only linear functionals f P h
˚ invariant under
all si, i ‰ j are the multiples f “ cωj . From pcωj ´ pcωj ´ cαjqq{αj “ 1 we learn that c “ 1, so
Psj “ ωj “ ´w0ωi. 
13.1. A root embedding of SL2 Ñ SL3. Define ι : SL2 Ñ SL3 by ι : A ÞÑ
„
A 0
0 1

at the level of
matrices; this is the root embedding along the simple root α1 for SL3. For notation, let tα1, α2, α1`α2u
be the positive roots for SL3 w.r.t. the standard Borel pB of upper-triangular matrices. Let α denote
the positive root for SL2 w.r.t. the Borel B of upper-triangular matrices. The only indecomposable
dominant one-parameter subgroup is α_ : t ÞÑ
„
t 0
0 t´1

. It is also special, being orthogonal to the
trivial hyperplane in h˚.
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13.1.1. Change of basis. We notice that α_ is not dominant w.r.t. pB, so we change basis as described
in Section 1.2. Our new Borel pB1 of SL3 has simple roots γ1 :“ α1 ` α2 and γ2 :“ ´α2, and we havepB1 “ sα2 pBs´1α2 . Observe that γ1 ` γ2 “ α1 is still positive; i.e., B Ď pB1.
We have P pα_q “ B and pP pα_q “ pB1. The usual pullback (via φ : SL2{B Ñ SL3{ pB1) in cohomol-
ogy sends ” pXeı ÞÑ 0, ” pXsγ1sγ2ı ÞÑ rXes,” pXsγ1ı ÞÑ 0, ” pXsγ2sγ1ı ÞÑ rXes,” pXsγ2ı ÞÑ 0, ” pXw0ı ÞÑ rXss,
where w0 “ sγ1sγ2sγ1 and s “ sα are the longest elements in the two Weyl groups.
Therefore
φ˚
” pXsγ1sγ2ı ¨ rXss “ rXes; φ˚ ” pXsγ2sγ1ı ¨ rXss “ rXes; φ˚ ” pXw0ı ¨ rXes “ rXes.
Checking the numerical criterion for L-movability, we see that
xρ` s´1ρ, α_y ´ x2ρ, α_y ` xpρ` psγ1sγ2q´1pρ, α_y “ 0´ 2` 1 “ ´1
xρ` s´1ρ, α_y ´ x2ρ, α_y ` xpρ` psγ2sγ1q´1pρ, α_y “ 0´ 2` 1 “ ´1
xρ` ρ, α_y ´ x2ρ, α_y ` xpρ`w´10 pρ, α_y “ 2´ 2` 0 “ 0,
so in the deformed cohomology, we have
φd
” pXsγ1sγ2ıd0 rXss “ 0; φd ” pXsγ2sγ1ıd0 rXss “ 0; φd ” pXw0ıd0 rXes “ rXes.
Therefore if µ “ aω and pµ “ bω1 ` cω2 are arbitrary dominant weights, the sole inequality that pµ, pµq
must satisfy for membership in CpSL2
ι
ÝÑ SL3q is
a ď b` c,
and the sole regular facet F is the locus a “ b` c, with face data pe, w0q.
13.1.2. The rays. Notice that α_ is the only element in T and the hypothesis of Corollary 12.11 is
satisfied; therefore we have the two rays (not on F): p0, ω1q and p0, ω2q (the trivial SL2 representation
appears in each of the fundamental representations for SL3).
On F , we have two type I data, corresponding to sγ1sγ2
γ2
ÝÑ w0 and sγ2sγ1
γ1
ÝÑ w0. From pu, puq “
pe, sγ1sγ2q, we calculate
rXsαus ¨ φ
˚
” pXpuı “ rXes
and
rXus ¨ φ
˚
” pXsγ2 puı “ rXes,
meanwhile sγ1pu is of shorter length than pu. Therefore the first type I ray has coordinates
p1, 0, 1q
in the tω, ω1, ω2u basis.
By a similar calculation (or by symmetry), the type I ray from the datum sγ2sγ1
γ1ÝÑ w0 is
p1, 1, 0q
in the same coordinates.
There are no type II rays, since Lss “ pLss “ teu, the trivial group. Note that p1, 0, 1q and p1, 1, 0q
generate F . Note also that their 1s and 0s illustrate Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2. These two, together with
p0, 1, 0q and p0, 0, 1q, indeed generate CpSL2
ι
ÝÑ SL3q.
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13.1.3. Illustration of Proposition 11.2. On our face F , we had q “ 2 type I rays. Clearly the kernel
of the induction map is rank c “ 0. Note that |∆p pP q| “ 0 and |p∆| “ 2, so
0 “ c “ q ´ |p∆| ` |∆p pP q| “ 2´ 2` 0
is satisfied.
13.2. Principal embeddings SL2 Ñ pG for pG simple. Suppose SL2 Ñ pG is an embedding such
that B Ď pB where B is the standard Borel of SL2 and pB a Borel subgroup of pG. We assume that pG
is not itself SL2, in which case the question is uninteresting. Assume, by conjugating pB if necessary,
that the coroot α_ for SL2 is a dominant coweight of pG w.r.t. pB. By a result of Dynkin [Dyn52], we
may write
α_ “
rÿ
i“1
dixi
in the Lie algebra ph, where the xi are dual to the simple roots αi given by pB and each di is 0, 1, or 2
(r is the rank of pG).
Let µ “ mω be a dominant weight for SL2 and pµ a dominant weight for pG. Then pµ, pµq belongs to
CpSL2 Ñ pGq if and only if
´pµpα_q ` max
αipα_q‰0
dipµpα_i q ď m ď pµpα_q;(17)
see [BS00, §5.3].
13.2.1. Minimal inequalities in the principal case with pG simple. In the case each di “ 2, we call the
embedding “principal” (notably, such embeddings exist and are unique up to conjugation for any pG).
Then the inequalities (17) become
´pµpα_q ` 2 max
1ďiďr
pµpα_i q ď m ď pµpα_q;(18)
In the case pG is simple, this is not the smallest possible set of inequalities. Rather,
Proposition 13.3. The inequalities (18) are satisfied if and only if m ď pµpα_q.
Proof. It suffices to show that ´pµpα_q ` 2pµpα_i q ď 0 for any 1 ď i ď r. Write
α_ “
rÿ
i“1
ciα
_
i
for suitable ci. Then the coefficients ci and di are related by
~d “M~c,
whereM is the Cartan matrix for pG (or its transpose, depending on convention). Therefore ~c “M´1 ~d,
and since each dj “ 2, each ci is twice the sum of the elements in a row of M
´1. The sums across rows
of M´1 are always at least 1 if M is not the Cartan matrix for SL2 (see [Dyn52, Table 2]). Therefore
ci ě 2 for all i and
´pµpα_q ` 2pµpαiq_ ď ´cipµpα_i q ` 2pµpα_i q ď 0.

So the cone CpSL2 Ñ pGq has only one regular facet F : that coming from the data pe, w0, α_q,
where w0 is the longest element of the Weyl group for pG (this makes use of the special phenomenon
w0α
_ “ ´α_, cf. [BS00, Lemma 5.3.1]).
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13.2.2. The rays. Again T “ tα_u and Corollary 12.11 implies that CpSL2 Ñ pGq has the r rays p0, ωiq,
where ωi is a fundamental weight for pG, along with any rays on F .
As in the previous example, F has no type II rays because Lss “ pLss “ teu. Therefore we restrict
our attention to the type I rays on F .
Lemma 13.4. If v
α
ÝÑ w0 and ℓpsβvq “ ℓpvq ` 1 for some simple root β, then β “ α.
Proof. Obvious from sαv “ sβv, since in this case sβv is forced to be w0 (only one element of length
ℓpw0q).

Proposition 13.5. There are r extremal rays of F . They are pciω, ωiq for i “ 1, . . . , r.
Proof. We get a type I ray for each v
α
ÝÑ w0 with α simple. Of course, for any αi, sαiw0
αiÝÑ w0 since
w0 is the longest element, so we do indeed get r rays. The coordinates of ray i are mostly zero by
Lemma 13.4, so it is of the form pCiω, ωiq, where the coefficient Ci is calculated via
rXss ¨ φ
˚
” pXsαiw0ı “ CirXes.
By Proposition 13.2,
” pXsαiw0ı is identified (via the Borel isomorphism) with the linear polynomial
´w0ωi. Therefore its pullback is the linear polynomial ´w0ωipα
_qω “ ωipα
_qω “ ciω; this gives
Ci “ ci. 
13.2.3. Illustration of Proposition 11.2. The face F has q “ r type I rays. The kernel of the induction
map is rank c “ 0, and |∆p pP q| “ 0 while |p∆| “ r, so
0 “ c “ q ´ |p∆| ` |∆p pP q| “ r ´ r ` 0
is satisfied.
13.3. An example of case (A): factor embedding SL2 Ñ SL2ˆSL2. The previous two examples
were both instances of case (B), in which the cones had full dimension. Now take G “ SL2, pG “
SL2 ˆ SL2, and ι : GÑ pG defined by g ÞÑ pg, eq. The embedding GÑ pG satisfies case (A) since the
ideal g of g is itself an ideal of pg.
Of course, we know the cone CpG Ñ pGq in this case because we know exactly (not just asymptot-
ically) how representations restrict to a factor: if µ “ aω and pµ “ bω1 ` cω2 are arbitrary dominant
weights (ωi the fundamental weight for the i
th factor), then
rV pµq b V ppµqsG ‰ p0q
if and only if a “ b. But let us illustrate how to arrive at this conclusion via Theorem 1.1.
13.3.1. The inequalities. The set of dominant, indecomposable one-parameter subgroups of G consists
(once again) only of α_, and we have P “ B, pP “ B ˆ SL2 Ă pG. The embedding SL2{B Ñ pG{ pP »
SL2{B ˆ tptu is an isomorphism, and the pullback in cohomology identifies” pXeı ÞÑ rXes; ” pXs1ı ÞÑ rXss,
where te, su is the Weyl group for G and te, s1, s2, s1s2 “ s2s1u is the Weyl group for pG (with si
indicating the SL2-reflection in the i
th factor). The deformed product and deformed pullback coincide
with the usual cohomology product and pullback in this case. The two products as in (1) are
φd
” pXeıd0 rXss “ rXes
and
φd
” pXs1ıd0 rXes “ rXes,
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yielding the inequalities
µpsα_q ` pµpα_q “ ´a` b ď 0 for face data ps, eq
and
µpα_q ` pµps1α_q “ a´ b ď 0 for face data pe, s1q,
where µ “ aω and pµ “ bω1 ` cω2 are arbitrary dominant weights.
So pµ, pµq P CpGÑ pGq if and only if a “ b, confirming our observation above.
Remark 13.6. Indeed, the cone has no interior since it is cut out by (at least one) equality. Coin-
cidentally, the inequalities of Theorem 1.1 are irredundant in this example, even though we are not in
case (B) (and the proof of irredundancy in case (B), which relies on the cone having an interior, does
not apply here).
13.3.2. The rays. To verify whether p0, ω1q is a ray according to Theorem 12.2, we first see that
S1 “ tpe, α
_qu. The associated inequality 1 ď 0 does not hold, p0, ω1q is not a ray. Likewise, to check
p0, ω2q, we observe that S2 “ H so automatically p0, ω2q is a ray.
On the “face” ps, eq, we have only one type I datum: e
α
ÝÑ s. Corresponding to this pu, puq “ pe, eq,
calculate the type I ray coefficients via
φ˚
” pXeı ¨ rXss “ rXes
and
φ˚
” pXs1ı ¨ rXes “ rXes,
along with the observation that although e
α2ÝÑ s2, s2 is not a minimal-length representative for its
coset in xW {xW pP . The ray we get therefore has coordinates p1, 1, 0q.
On the face pe, s1q, we have again only one type I datum: e
α1ÝÑ s1. The consequent pu, puq pair is
again pe, eq, so the same ray is produced: p1, 1, 0q.
The other ray, p0, 0, 1q, has already been obtained by Theorem 12.2, but in this case it does lie on
a regular face and so comes from induction, which we now describe.
On the face ps, eq again, we have Lss “ teu and pLss “ teu ˆ SL2. The cone CpLss Ñ pLssq is quite
trivially the half-line inside of Qω2 generated by ω2. The induction map takes the single ray ω2 first
to p0, ω2q, the unique lift in h
˚ ˆ ph˚ vanishing on the centers of L and pL, then to
ps ¨ 0, e ¨ ω2q ´ ps ¨ 0qpα
_qp1, 1, 0q “ p0, 0, 1q;
this is indeed the missing ray.
Alternatively, on the face pe, s1q, we have the same L
ss and pLss, and the induction map takes ω2 to
pe ¨ 0, s1 ¨ ω2q ´ ps1 ¨ ω2qpα
_
1 qp1, 1, 0q “ p0, 0, 1q.
Thus we illustrate that the ray formulas/induction formula hold in case (A).
13.3.3. Proposition 11.2 still holds. On either face, we note that the codimension is still 1 “ |∆z∆pP q|
(even though Ressayre’s theorem doesn’t apply), so the formula
0 “ c “ q ´ |p∆| ` |∆p pP q| “ 1´ 2` 1 “ 0
still holds.
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13.4. The natural embedding Sppnq Ñ SLp2nq, n “ 2, 3. It is a standard fact that, if A is an
invertible linear operator on a vector space V of dimension 2n equipped with a symplectic form,
and if A preserves the form, then A has determinant 1. Therefore we have a natural embedding
Sppnq Ñ SLp2nq for any n ě 1.
In order to fix notation, we recall a particular description of this embedding from [PR13, §8]. Set
ωn “
ˆ
0 Jn
´Jn 0
˙
, where Jn “
¨˚
˝ 1. . .
1
‹˛‚. The associated group Sppnq is
Sppnq “ tA P SLp2nq|AtωnA “ ωnu
We choose maximal torus and Borel subgroup H Ă B Ă Sppnq to be the subgroups of diagonal and
upper-triangular matrices, respectively; i.e., H “ Sppnq X pH and B “ Sppnq X pB, where pH Ă pB are
the standard maximal torus and Borel of SLp2nq. Explicitly,
H “ tdiagpt1, t2, . . . , tn, t
´1
n , . . . , t
´1
2 , t
´1
1 qu;
furthermore, a one-parameter subgroup t ÞÑ diagpta1 , . . . , tan , t´an , . . . , t´a1q is dominant w.r.t. B if
and only if a1 ě a2 ě . . . ě an ě 0. Notably, dominant one-parameter subgroups are also dominant
w.r.t. pB, so no change of basis (as in Section 1.2) is ever necessary.
13.4.1. The regular facets. This example falls under case (B), and so the inequalities we will give are
proven to be minimal. The set S consists of δj , for j “ 1, . . . , n´ 2, or n, where
δj : t ÞÑ diagpt, t, . . . , tlooomooon
j
, 1, . . . , 1, t´1, . . . , t´1, t´1q P H.
Each P pδjq is a maximal parabolic (obtained by removing the j
th simple root), whereas pP pδjq
has base p∆ztpαj , pα2n´ju for each j ă n ´ 1, and pP pδnq is the maximal parabolic with associated
Grassmannian Grpn, 2nq.
For n “ 2, we obtain 5 inequalities, hence 5 faces, all from the single one-parameter subgroup δ2.
We detail this below.
For n “ 3, we obtain 24 inequalities: 9 coming from δ1 and 15 from δ3.
13.4.2. Case n “ 2. Below are listed the 5 inequalities along with the Weyl group data from which
they arise. Here µ “ a1ω1 ` a2ω2 and pµ “ b1pω1 ` b2pω2 ` b3pω3 are arbitrary dominant weights. The
cohomology calculations were performed using Sage [S`09] using a modification of the main algorithm
in [Kie19]. These results agree with those of [PR13, §8.8], although they write their inequalities in a
different basis.
pw, pwq inequality
ps2s1s2, ps2q ´a1 ´ 2a2 ` b1 ` b3 ď 0
ps1s2, ps1ps2q ´a1 ´ b1 ` b3 ď 0
ps1s2, ps3ps2q ´a1 ` b1 ´ b3 ď 0
ps2, ps3ps1ps2q a1 ´ b1 ´ b3 ď 0
pe, ps2ps3ps1ps2q a1 ` 2a2 ´ b1 ´ 2b2 ´ b3 ď 0
Let us show how Theorem 12.2 precludes p0, 0, 1, 0, 0q from being an extremal ray. Our set T now
contains strictly more than S; in particular, δ1 P TzS. Furthermore, the pullback
φdδ1r
pXps2ps3s “ rXes
and pXps2ps3 “ pXps2ps3ps2 “ pXps3ps2ps3 and pXps2ps3 Ę pXps3 , so pps2ps3, δ1q P S1. Sincepω1pps2ps3δ1q “ 1 ­ď 0,
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the candidate p0, 0, 1, 0, 0q is not a ray. Notably, we expect the inequality for the data ps1s2s1, ps2ps3, δ1q
to be redundant, and indeed it is
´a1 ´ a2 ` b1 ď 0,
which is half the sum of the inequalities ´a1´ 2a2 ` b1` b3 ď 0 and ´a1` b1 ´ b3 ď 0 from the table
above. A similar analysis shows p0, 0, 0, 0, 1q can’t be a ray and that p0, 0, 0, 1, 0q must be.
Now let us find, for example, the extremal rays on the face F given by the pair ps2s1s2, ps2q. From
the datum s1s2
α2ÝÑ s2s1s2, we obtain the pu, puq pair ps1s2, ps2q. We have s1s2 Û s2, s1s2 Ñ s2s1s2 in
WP and ps2 Ñ ps1ps2, ps2 Û e, ps2 Ñ ps3ps2 in xW pP . The a1 and b2 coordinates are therefore 0, and the
others are calculated in cohomology:
φ˚δ2
” pXps2ı ¨ rXs2s1s2s “ 1rXes “ a2rXes
φ˚δ2
” pXps1ps2ı ¨ rXs1s2s “ 1rXes “ b1rXes
φ˚δ2
” pXps3ps2ı ¨ rXs1s2s “ 1rXes “ b3rXes,
so the datum s1s2
α2ÝÑ s2s1s2 yields the extremal ray p0, 1, 1, 0, 1q.
From the datum e
pα2ÝÑ ps2, we obtain the pu, puq pair ps2s1s2, eq. Although s2s1s2 α1ÝÑ s1s2s1s2 in
the Bruhat order, s1s2s1s2 “ s2s1s2s1 is not a minimal-length representative in W {WP , so the a1
coordinate is 0. Of course s2s1s2 Û s1s2, so a2 “ 0 as well. Neither of ps1, ps3 is a minimal-length
representative in xW {xW pP , so b1 “ b3 “ 0. We have (from the original deformed cup product) b2 “ 1,
so the extremal ray is p0, 0, 0, 1, 0q.
These are the only two type I rays on F ; note that they are linearly independent according to
Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2. We expect (for dimension reasons) at least 2 type II rays; let us calculate these.
Here Lss is of type A1 and pLss of type A1 ˆA1, and the embedding is diagonal. The extremal rays
of CpLss Ñ pLssq are well-known: pω, ω1q, pω, ω2q, and p0, ω1`ω2q, where ωi is the fundamental weight
for the ith factor of SL2 in pLss. The (unique) lifts of these elements to h˚ ˆ ph˚ which vanish on the
center zplq ˆ zpplq are
pω1 ´
1
2
ω2, pω1 ´ 1
2
pω2q, pω1 ´ 1
2
ω2, pω3 ´ 1
2
pω2q, p0, pω1 ` pω3 ´ pω2q,
respectively.
These map toˆ
ω1 ´
1
2
ω2,
1
2
pω1 ` 1
2
pω2 ´ 1
2
pω3˙´ ˆω1 ´ 1
2
ω2
˙
pα_2 qp0, 1, 1, 0, 1q
´
ˆ
1
2
pω1 ` 1
2
pω2 ´ 1
2
pω3˙ ppα_2 qp0, 0, 0, 1, 0q “ p1, 0, 1, 0, 0q,ˆ
ω1 ´
1
2
ω2,´
1
2
pω1 ` 1
2
pω2 ` 1
2
pω3˙´ ˆω1 ´ 1
2
ω2
˙
pα_2 qp0, 1, 1, 0, 1q
´
ˆ
´
1
2
pω1 ` 1
2
pω2 ` 1
2
pω3˙ ppα_2 qp0, 0, 0, 1, 0q “ p1, 0, 0, 0, 1q,
p0, pω2q ´ p0q pα_2 qp0, 1, 1, 0, 1q ´ ppω2q ppα_2 qp0, 0, 0, 1, 0q “ p0, 0, 0, 0, 0q,
respectively, under Ind. The first two of these really are extremal rays, but notice that the kernel of
Ind is nontrivial in this case. Note also that, by the symmetry of F under the Dynkin automorphism
of A3, the sets of type I rays and type II rays are invariant under this automorphism (switching indices
1 and 3).
Following is a complete list of the extremal rays of the cone CpSpp2q Ñ SLp4qq (cf. [PR13, §8.8]):
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p0, 1, 1, 0, 1q, p0, 0, 0, 1, 0q,
p1, 0, 1, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0, 1q,
p0, 1, 0, 1, 0q;
furthermore, these constitute the Hilbert basis of the semigroup (so the cone is “saturated,” see [PR13]
for the development of this notion as well as several examples). Interestingly, all of these are type I
on some facet.
The kernel of Ind has rank c “ 1, and we observe that
1 “ c “ q ´ |p∆| ` |∆p pP q| “ 2´ 3` 2,
illustrating again Proposition 11.2.
13.4.3. Case n “ 3. Below are the 24 inequalities and extremal rays expressed in the fundamental
weight basis: µ “ a1ω1 ` a2ω2 ` a3ω3; pµ “ b1pω1 ` b2pω2 ` b3pω3 ` b4pω4 ` b5pω5. All calculations were
done in Sage. See [PR13, §8.9] for the same results (but expressed in a different basis).
Inequalities coming from the one-parameter subgroup δ1:
pw, pwq inequality
ps1s2s3s2s1, ps4ps3ps2ps1q ´a1 ´ a2 ´ a3 ` b5 ď 0
ps1s2s3s2s1, ps4ps5ps2ps1q ´a1 ´ a2 ´ a3 ` b3 ď 0
ps1s2s3s2s1, ps2ps3ps4ps5q ´a1 ´ a2 ´ a3 ` b1 ď 0
ps2s1, ps1ps2ps3ps4ps5ps2ps1q a3 ´ b1 ´ b2 ´ b3 ď 0
ps2s1, ps2ps3ps4ps5ps3ps2ps1q a3 ´ b2 ´ b3 ´ b4 ď 0
ps2s1, ps3ps4ps5ps4ps3ps2ps1q a3 ´ b3 ´ b4 ´ b5 ď 0
ps1, ps1ps2ps3ps4ps5ps3ps2ps1q a2 ` a3 ´ b1 ´ b2 ´ b3 ´ b4 ď 0
ps1, ps2ps3ps4ps5ps4ps3ps2ps1q a2 ` a3 ´ b2 ´ b3 ´ b4 ´ b5 ď 0
pe, ps1ps2ps3ps4ps5ps4ps3ps2ps1q a1 ` a2 ` a3 ´ b1 ´ b2 ´ b3 ´ b4 ´ b5 ď 0
Inequalities coming from the one-parameter subgroup δ3:
pw, pwq inequality
ps3s2s3s1s2s3, ps4ps2ps3q ´a1 ´ 2a2 ´ 3a3 ` b1 ` b3 ` b5 ď 0
ps2s3s1s2s3, ps4ps1ps2ps3q ´a1 ´ 2a2 ´ a3 ´ b1 ` b3 ` b5 ď 0
ps2s3s1s2s3, ps3ps4ps2ps3q ´a1 ´ 2a2 ´ a3 ` b1 ´ b3 ` b5 ď 0
ps2s3s1s2s3, ps5ps4ps2ps3q ´a1 ´ 2a2 ´ a3 ` b1 ` b3 ´ b5 ď 0
ps3s1s2s3, ps3ps4ps1ps2ps3q ´a1 ´ a3 ´ b1 ´ b3 ` b5 ď 0
ps3s1s2s3, ps5ps4ps1ps2ps3q ´a1 ´ a3 ´ b1 ` b3 ´ b5 ď 0
ps3s1s2s3, ps5ps3ps4ps2ps3q ´a1 ´ a3 ` b1 ´ b3 ´ b5 ď 0
ps3s2s3, ps5ps3ps4ps1ps2ps3q a1 ´ a3 ´ b1 ´ b3 ´ b5 ď 0
ps1s2s3, ps2ps3ps4ps1ps2ps3q ´a1 ` a3 ´ b1 ´ 2b2 ´ b3 ` b5 ď 0
ps1s2s3, ps5ps3ps4ps1ps2ps3q ´a1 ` a3 ´ b1 ´ b3 ´ b5 ď 0
ps1s2s3, ps4ps5ps3ps4ps2ps3q ´a1 ` a3 ` b1 ´ b3 ´ 2b4 ´ b5 ď 0
ps2s3, ps5ps2ps3ps4ps1ps2ps3q a1 ` a3 ´ b1 ´ 2b2 ´ b3 ´ b5 ď 0
ps2s3, ps4ps5ps3ps4ps1ps2ps3q a1 ` a3 ´ b1 ´ b3 ´ 2b4 ´ b5 ď 0
ps3, ps4ps5ps2ps3ps4ps1ps2ps3q a1 ` 2a2 ` a3 ´ b1 ´ 2b2 ´ b3 ´ 2b4 ´ b5 ď 0
pe, ps3ps4ps5ps2ps3ps4ps1ps2ps3q a1 ` 2a2 ` 3a3 ´ b1 ´ 2b2 ´ 3b3 ´ 2b4 ´ b5 ď 0
The 15 extremal rays:
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p1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1q, p0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0q,
p0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0q,
p0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0q, p0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1q,
p0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1q, p0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0q, p0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1q,
p0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1q, p0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0q
All extremal rays are type I on some face. The various maps Ind send some extremal rays to ~0 or
to non-extremal rays, such as p1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1q.
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